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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

1. Many road agencies in Latin America and the Caribbean Region (LAC) have
expressed a keen interest in knowing more about road maintenance by contract (MBC)
following the dissemination of the results of a study of routine maintenance by contract
(RMBC) carried out by the Technical Department of LAC in 1992'. The 1992 study
reviewed the RMBC experience in Canada, Spain, the USA and the LAC countries
starting to practice significant RMBC at that time: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia and
Jamaica. This sequel to the 1992 study covers all aspects of routine and periodic
maintenance. Routine maintenance includes patching and crack sealing, filling pot holes,
cleaning drains and ditches, bushing roadside vegetation, minor bridge maintenance and up
keeping the signs and pavement markings. Periodic maintenance and rehabilitation
includes resealing, resurfacing flexible pavements, repair or substitution of damaged slabs
in the case of Portland cement pavements, repairing shoulders and bridges, overhauling the
drainage system and any slope contention devices, and minor improvements to enhance
user safety. Routine maintenance is continuous on all road sections while periodic
maintenance is restricted to specific road sections at predetermined intervals of time or
based on condition response. However, they are closely related since inadequate routine
maintenance accelerates the need for periodic maintenance which, if delayed can lead to
even more expensive reconstruction works and diminishing returns in ongoing routine
maintenance activities as the road agency struggles to keep traffic flowing.

2. The study presents the evolution of MBC and RMBC in LAC countries since
1992. In addition to the five countries included in the 1992 study, this paper discusses
Honduras' progress with MBC. The specific purpose of the paper is to provide general
guidelines, based on good practice from these countries, to the remaining LAC countries
which have indicated a strong desire to start or expand their use of MBC. The guidelines
address questions on aspects such as how to surmount the problems of staff redundancy
resulting from increased use of MBC, to dispose excess equipment andplant and to
improve skills and know-how on structuring and managing road maintenance contracts,
particularly for routine maintenance. The paper deals also with ensuring an adequate and
stable flow of funds to finance MBC through the establishment of road funds and with toll
road concessions to the extent that they provide for efficient maintenance as a by-product.

3. Over the last four years, several studieS2 on the state of LAC roads have found that
mainly due to lack of maintenance, the road network in LAC has deteriorated rapidly to

1 Infrastructure Maintenance in LAC: The Costs of Neglect and Options for Improvement, Volume 5,
Routine Maintenance by Contract.

The most notable of these are the: (1) Infrastructure Maintenance in LAC: The Costs of Neglect and Options
for Improvement by the LATIN America and the Caribbean Technical Department, June 1992: and (2)
Caminos by the United Nations Economic Commission to Latin America and the Caribbean.
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the point that only about 27% of the 2.2 million km of roads are in good condition, about
46% in fair condition and the remaining 27% in poor condition.. The costs to the
economy of the poor state of the network are very high: it costs about three dollars in
additional vehicle operating costs (voc) for each dollar "economized" by road agencies in
under-funding maintenance. The infrastructure maintenance problem is generally caused
by (a) the lack of reliable, timely and sufficient sources of funds for maintenance and
rehabilitation (the financing problem); (b) the incorrect allocation of resources between
maintenance and other activities (the misallocation problem); and (c) the inefficient use
of limited maintenance resources (the internal inefficiency problem).

4. MBC, as envisaged in this paper, covers all arrangements under which the road
agency entrusts private parties with carrying out all or some maintenance activities on the
road network. The definition includes: maintenance activities as part of road concessions
with and without tolls (Argentina); maintenance by private, equipment-intensive
contractors commonly used in most LAC countries for periodic maintenance normally
covering specific road sections; integrated road maintenance programs where contracts are
awarded by regions of the country and cover all types of maintenance activities
("contratos globales" in Chile); maintenance by small, usually labor-intensive small
enterprises or "microempresas" (Colombia); and lengthman systems, whereby small road
sections are contracted to individuals to carry out well-defined road activities (Jamaica).

5. Adopting MBC in LAC has helped improve the efficiency of resource use. MBC
has also contributed in some countries towards improving maintenance planning and
management and adopting a more stable maintenance funding - all sine qua non for
successful MBC strategies. MBC has proven far superior to maintenance by force
account in LAC both in the costs for work done and in the quality and timeliness of work.
The cost efficiency arises mostly from the fact that, with MBC, the road agency pays for
actual acceptable work done in terms of quality and quantity while with force account
maintenance, the road agency pays for the inputs (manpower, equipment, fuel and
supplies) required to accomplish the work with no guarantees that the expected quantity
or quality of work will be performed. Even for the same quantity of work done, MBC is
more cost effective than force account. Furthermore, contractors, motivated by
maximizing their profit, can hire and retain good quality staff and introduce the required
agility to procurement activities. In those countries where reliable cost comparisons have
been made, MBC has proven to be cheaper for work done, but this is an area which
requires more investigation.

6. Efforts to design and implement MBC are essentially wasted without adequate and
stable flow of funds to finance the contracts. Although some: countries have been able to
provide stable and adequate sources of financing for road maintenance through their
budget systems, many countries have experienced difficulties with this approach, with the
result that road maintenance has been chronically underfunded. This has been the
experience with Jamaica's lengthman system where no budgets were voted for 1995 and
the works had to be temporarily halted. To overcome this problem, some countries have
chosen to establish road maintenance funds that have no connection to the budget and that
are financed by road user charges and managed by autonomous commissions comprising
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road users, among others. The proponents of this approach argue that these expenditures
should be off-budget because it makes more sense from an economic efficiency point of
view to have the road users or beneficiaries pay directly for the services they receive,
especially when it is administratively convenient to collect these charges. One such fund is
currently being implemented, albeit slowly, in Honduras after receiving congressional
approval in late 1993.

7. Although these are strong economic arguments for establishing road maintenance
funds, experience shows that unless these funds are properly designed and implemented,
such funds, rather than contributing to economic efficiency, can actually make matters
worse. There are even some examples of improperly managed funds that have had
destabilizing macroeconomic effects. The lesson that emerges is clear: road maintenance
funds can address the problem of unreliable budgetary systems and they can contribute to
economic efficiency, but only if they are properly designed and managed.

8. In establishing road funds, some basic principles need to be kept in mind: (a)
establish the fund through a law that defines the fund's limited purpose, the sources and
uses of the funds and how it will be managed; (b) ensure that the management is
independent and includes members from the road users; (c) set up the account for the fund
so that revenues go directly to this account without passing through government channels;
and (d)involve the users at the earliest stages of conceptualization to ensure full ownership
and support.

9. Currently, over 50% of LAC countries are committed to some form of RMBC.
There are still, however, some road agencies that have found it difficult or have been
reluctant to start or expand MBC. Among the reasons given for this are: (a) the
unwillingness by some to lose the power which comes from managing and controlling
large force account resources; (b) the difficulties in reaching a political and technical
consensus for reducing force account staff and dispensing with a large equipment fleet; (c)
the perceived loss of agility in responding to emergencies; (d) the limited installed capacity
and/or interest among private contractors to take over maintenance activities and the
concerns with possible collusion among contractors; (e) the inadequate knowledge about
the types and scope of contracts, methods of solicitation of awards, preparation of
contract documents, and payment provisions; and (f) the lack of expertise within most
road agencies to manage MBC and especially RMBC. The following paragraphs deal with
how the selected countries dealt with these various issues.

The Cases of Best Practice

A. How to Get to MBC

10. Honduras is the only country in LAC that has completely transformed its road
agency by transferring all operating functions to the private sector and offers the best
practice as to how to proceed with change. This major shift was made possible by (a) the
Ministry's realization that it was the most effective way of ensuring the development and
preservation of the road network; (b) the support given to this move by the highest levels
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of the Government; and (c) the very deliberate process of consensus building within the
Government, within the Secretariat of Communications, Public Works and Transport
(SECOPT), with the trade union and with the private sector, followed by the Maintenance
Directorate (DGCCA) after a well-thought out draft blue print for change had been
developed. Honduras is an excellent example of how adequate preparation prior to
introducing MBC can make the transformation easy.

B. What to do After the Decision is Made

11. Staff, Equipment and Plant Reductions. Reducing force account staff can be a
very traumatic process and must be handled carefully. Therefore, good forward planning
and very careful and deliberate implementation are crucial as demonstrated by Honduras.
To obtain the Government's commitment and political consensus, the Honduras road
agency developed a blue print spelling out clearly: (a) the objectives of the proposed shifts
and the implications for the country, the agency staff and the private sector and the
mitigating actions; (b) a draft of the new functions and organizational structure for the
new down-sized road agency; (c) a participation action plan to involve all those to be
affected by the move, and other interested parties, in discussing and fine-tuning the
proposals; (d) an implementation schedule and an indication of the rate of implementation
of the shift; (e) the agency's expectations from the private sector in terms of additional
capacity to meet the created demand for contracting services; and (f) a proposal for the
sustainable financing, over the years, of the MBC program through the establishment of
the road maintenance fund referred to earlier.

12. Dispensing with equipment and plant also requires extensive preparatory work
including inventorying and carrying out a condition survey of the equipment and plant,
having the pieces valued, usually by a Governmental agency and receiving the approval of
the Ministry of Finance to sell the equipment. Honduras and the Canadian province of
Alberta (AT&U) offer the best examples of good practice fDr the reduction of staff,
equipment and plant. In Honduras, the SECOPT combined severance pay, financed from
the sale of its road equipment and plant, with absorption by the private sector of some of
the outgoing staff to reduce staff and equipment. The AT&U also used severance pay,
absorption of staff by the private sector, sale of equipment and rental of plant to
contractors to attain the same goal. The AT&U transition has been very smooth partly
because M.BC is being introduced gradually by geographical area. The Honduran move
unfortunately, has been affected negatively because the road fund on which its funding was
to be based, has been passed into law but not yet implemented. Brazil's (DNER)
experience offers a feasible, but less than optimum solution for disposing of equipment and
plant in the absence of preparatory time. Initially, the DNER awarded contracts for two
years on a cost plus basis with contractors using some of DNER's equipment and plant
thus decreasing initial capital requirements of contractors. This has high potential in the
small and middle-sized countries in LAC where a shortage of capital has been a major
deterrent to the development of the local road contracting industry. A variation of this
approach which would apply to road agencies starting RMBC, is to encourage staff to
band together in road maintenance firms, with the agency providing "seed" money as well
as guaranteed contracts for two to three years. The agreement could also include
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provisions for the sale of the agency's equipment to the firms with payments deducted
from periodic invoices for work performed.

13. Responding to Emergencies. When operating reasonably efficiently, force
account is able to respond more quickly to emergencies than MBC since no prior
contractual discussions are necessary. The experience of Brazil (DNER), however, has
demonstrated that it is possible to call on contractors currently working for the road
agency to handle emergency situations at reasonable prices by specifying in the contract
the obligation of the contractor to respond to emergency situations within the
geographical area of their responsibility and be paid on the basis of unit prices set at a
reasonable level. Nevertheless, it is usually advisable, when converting to MBC, to retain
a small force account capacity to meet emergencies, to carry out works in remote areas
not attractive to contractors and to help the agency train its less experienced staff as was
done in Honduras.

14. Dealing with Private Sector Capacity. MBC should not be started or expanded
until it is certain that the capacity exists domestically or can be built up very quickly to
take on the out-sourced work. The assumption here is that MBC should normally be
carried out by domestic contractors. This may mean starting small and increasing very
gradually. In Brazil and Honduras, the number of maintenance contractors quickly
increased (in Honduras, for instance, the number of local contractors, particularly those
doing RMBC, increased from 15 in 1990 to 48 in 1992). In the small countries capacity in
the private sector may pose a constraint. In those cases, the Government should establish
a strategy for developing that capacity including formal training in bid preparation, work
and site management, accounting, etc.

15. Dealing with Collusion Among Contractors. Contractor collusion is another
potential problem in LAC as it is throughout the world. MBC in Brazil suffered from this
problem at the initial stages of competitive bidding. Where collusion is evident, it has
been dealt very effectively in some cases by specifying, in the bid documents, the road
agency's own estimated cost, as a guide and stipulating a ceiling above which it would not
accept bids. Another way is to use other types of contracts such as cost plus, lump sum
or target price. Even though these methods of bidding are not recommended under normal
procurement situations, they have worked in the short-term to alleviate the effects of
collusion. In the extreme cases of collusion and favoritism, road agencies have used
published schedules of rates not to be exceeded for major items of the contract. All these
measures reduce competition to some degree, but have been found in other parts of the
world to combat collusion quite effectively.

16. Preparing Contract Documents. Administering and Supervising Contracts,
and Implementing Proper Payment Procedures. Unfamiliarity with the scope and
types of contracts to use in MBC, the method of soliciting and evaluating bids, preparation
of contract documents, especially in the case of RMBC, payment provisions as well as
difficulties in specifying and measuring work done have also discouraged some road
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agencies from adopting MBC. This is the area in which the experience of the selected
countries is particularly relevant.

17. The scope and types of MBC contracts and the method of solicitation of the award
shows a wide variation among the selected road agencies. In Brazil (DNER) and Chile,
unit price contracts, awarded to the lowest-priced bidders, are currently being used, with
some allowance in Brazil for up to 10% of the contract value to be done on a cost plus
fixed fee basis to cover items for which a unit price is difficult to quantify. The contracts
cover specific road sections or roads in a designated geographical area. For the lengthman
system in Jamaica, contracts covering about 2 km each are negotiated with the
individuals or communities in the surrounding areas on a lump sum basis. For the
microempresas in Colombia, the road agency uses its own unilaterally-determined
schedule of rates. Contracts are for specific activities on a stretch of road. In Honduras,
the road agency started MBC by distributing work among various contractors using sole-
sourcing procedures, agreed unit prices, and limiting the contract length to one year.
Subsequently, a limited number of contracts have been awarded using normal bidding
processes.

18. The approach of Brazil of starting with cost plus contracts for designated road
sections and gradually converting to unit,price contracts as contractors gain experience
with MBC, is the recommended best practice for road agencies starting RMBC. Although
unit price contracts involve additional work in specifying and measuring work quantities
more accurately and in bid preparation and evaluation, it generally yields lower contract
prices. Once MBC experience is gained by everyone involved (road agency, contractor,
consultants), the next step is to move to MBC based on performance standards or results,
using fixed price (lump sum) contracts (e.g., Colombia and Chile). Under this type of
contract, the contractor is provided with clear and comprehensive specifications on the
work to be performed, the materials to be used, and the performance standards. The
responsibility of the contractor is to maintain the road at all times in accordance with the
agreed standards (quality control), while the road agency personnel would undertake
quality assurances with periodic inspections, limited to those necessary for assurance of
performance.

19. Management of MBC. Most LAC road agencies have the staff capacity to
prepare bidding documents, and to administer and supervise :or rehabilitation and
construction contracts. However, the number of contracts for MBC is usually of an order
of magnitude larger than those normally handled by the agency. In Brazil, DNER used
375 contracts in 1994 on federal network of about 54,655 km. For work supervision, an
assessment of agency's staff capacity to handle the additional workload should be made
and appropriate actions taken to recruit and/or train additional staff before MBC or hire
consultants to supplement its capacity. In general, road agencies have been ready to use
consultants for preparing bidding and contract documents. There is some resistance to
using consultants for bid evaluation and work supervision due to feared ties between local
consultants and contractors. Brazil (DNER) serves as best practice case for
implementation of a Maintenance Management System (MMS). Brazil makes extensive
use of local consultants for MMS. An exceptional feature of Brazil (DNER) is that even
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part of the monitoring of consultants carrying out MBC is also contracted to consultants
who oversee the supervising consultants.

20. Payment Provisions. The adoption of proper payment provisions and procedures
for MBC and the road agency's adherence to them is indispensable to the success of
MBC. The contractors are usually small and cannot withstand the cash flow problems
resulting from late payments, a problem especially serious in high-inflation countries. Loss
of money quickly leads to poor work or abandonment of the industry. In Brazil, Chile
and Honduras, payment for MBC has been on a monthly or quarterly basis for work
done. In Colombia, the microempresas receive a 20% advance to enable them to buy
tools and cover initial expenses. Thereafter, payments are monthly for work done. In
Jamaica, the lengthman contracts have monthly payments on the basis of pre-agreed road
condition standards. It is essential that some adjustment for inflation be included in all
MBC contracts to cover delays between road completion and payment. An approach
which is being used in some LAC road agencies, with the IDB's encouragement, is the
"Oficina de Pronto Pago". These offices are established in the road agencies to expedite
payment to contractors and have succeeded in reducing payment intervals to below 30
days.

21. Developing a Maintenance Program. A work program for both routine and
periodic maintenance must be developed since it determines the budget request for
maintenance. In Brazil, Chile and Honduras, the annual programs are based on detailed
road inventories and traffic counts on the network. The World Bank's Highway Design
and Maintenance Model (HDM) is then used to assist in developing maintenance strategies
and budgets. In Jamaica, the annual programs are based on detailed physical inventories,
but experience is used to determine the volume and type of work to be done on any given
road section. In general, the approach adopted in Brazil, Chile and Honduras is
preferable. However, HDM does not have any strategies for the type of activities carried
out by the lengthmen system, which agencies may continue to use.

Conclusions

22. The Honduran approach represents the best practice on how to proceed with the
change from force account to MBC. The factors which favored the successful
introduction of MBC in Honduras were: (a) government and road agency commitment and
political consensus; (b) support from the trade unions and the road consulting and
construction industry; (c) availability of local construction capacity; and (d) institutional
capacity to undertake the change

23. To obtain the Government's commitment and political consensus, the Honduras
road agency developed the blue print mentioned in para. 11 above. Since few road
agencies in LAC have the capacity to develop such a blue print, experienced consultants,
local or foreign, should be recruited to assist in the task and in discussing the blue print
with the interested and affected parties. Leaving aside the delays experienced with the
implementation of the financing mechanism (road fund), the Honduras approach meets the
requirements of such a blue print .
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24. In some LAC countries, the construction industry 's capacity will already be in
place or can be expanded rapidly to meet the additional demand created by the
introduction of MBC. In the smaller countries, it may take time to develop the needed
capacity. The road agency should carefully analyze this aspect before MBC is introduced
or expanded and ensure the close participation of the private road contracting and
consulting industries in the design of the MBC processes in order to win their support.
Honduras is an excellent example of how following such a process resulted in the strong
support by all involved. Most LAC road agencies have the institutional capacity to
manage road construction and rehabilitation contracts. Some of these countries have, over
the past five years, established modem road maintenance management systems (MMS) to
which MBC can be easily added. Road agencies without MMS should introduce them.
Honduras has demonstrated that road agencies which have the capacity to manage road
construction and rehabilitation contracts can again easily train some of the staff remaining
to manage MBC contracts once MBC is introduced.



I. THE STUDY'S OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

1.1 This study is a sequel to the one on routine maintenance by contract (RMBC)1

carried out by the Bank's Latin America and Caribbean Region (LAC) Technical
Department in 19922. That study reviewed the experience in. the few LAC countries
practicing significant RMBC at that time and of selected developed countries, and made
recommendations on factors which must exist or be absent for the successffil introduction
of RMBC, limitations experienced, preparatory work necessary and approaches that have
proved successful in introducing and implementing RMBC. The study focused on RMBC
since many LAC countries were already doing most of their periodic maintenance by
contract, whereas only Brazil, Colombia (microempresas), Jamaica (lengthman system)
and Chile (in the trial stages) were employing RMBC to any significant extent.

1.2 The main conclusions and recommendations of the 1992 study were: (a) that there
was scope for RMBC in one form or another in all LAC countries and that all LAC
countries should gradually move to maintenance by contract (MBC); (b) that RMBC, from
the limited available information, had proven to be more cost effective than force account
maintenance, had ensured that maintenance was actually done when the funds were spent,
and had helped in alleviating the diversion of funds to other activities; and (c) that the
reasons for road agencies adopting RMBC included: (i) reducing costs, (ii) making up for
mandated staff reductions and/or for inability to attract and retain qualified personnel, (iii)
responding to increased or peak workloads without increasing staff and equipment, (iv)
providing opportunities for the private sector and (v) helping to increase the agencies'
credibility, especially when maintenance was being financed from earmarked funds
contributed by road users.

1.3 The study's findings and recommendations were widely disseminated both within
the Bank and, as part of the PROVIAL3 agenda, in numerous fora with road agency staff
and ministers of planning and finance in LAC. The recommendations were very well
received both in and out of the Bank.

1 Routine maintenance includes patching and crack sealing, filling pot holes, cleaning drains and ditches,
bushing roadside vegetation, minor bridge maintenance

2 Infrastructure Maintenance in LAC: The Costs of Neglect and Options for Improvement, Volume 5,
Routine Maintenance by Contract.

3 PROVIAL is a LAC/EDI initiative to promote road maintenance activities in the region.
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1.4 So what is new and why this sequel? Globally, many countries - in addition to the
ones discussed in this study - are moving to RMBC (see Box 1). A large number of LAC
countries are doing all periodic maintenance by contract and have either started RMBC or
considering it seriously. The move by Chile to RMBC is now full blown; Mexico is now
carrying out over 70% of its road maintenance by contract; Honduras has abolished its
force account maintenance completely except for a small force account capacity to
carryout work in areas not yet contracted as well as emergencies and is carrying out all
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routine and periodic maintenance by contract; Guatemala implemented successfully a pilot
program of RMBC and later expanded its coverage; Barbados is steadily increasing its
RMBC, etc., etc. Some of the LAC countries, notably Brazill, Chile and Argentina, are

also trying different forms of MBC, including integrated maintenance contracts where a

contractor is retained to carry out all maintenance activities (periodic and routine) in a
specified area of the country; and subsidized toll concessions for routine and periodic

maintenance where the concessionaire receives part of the revenues from tolls and the
other part directly from the government. Moreover, the rapidly growing recourse to toll
road concessions in LAC, even though originally for construction, upgrading and
rehabilitation, has yielded a rich learning experience in maintenance worth sharing with the
other LAC countries for road maintenance.

1.5 At a number of road maintenance conferences in LAC over the past two years,
many road agencies have expressed a keen interest in knowing about the successes and
best practices in road maintenance in other LAC countries. Interest ranges from the more

basic question of how to move from force account to MBC to the bidding and contractual
arrangements for those contracts. With that in mind, the general purpose of this paper is
to disseminate the experience of six LAC countries with contracting their road
maintenance with the private sector. A more specific purpose is to provide general
guidelines, based on good practice from these countries, to the many LAC countries which
have indicated a strong desire to start or expand their use of MBC and, more specifically,
their RMBC activities. The interested countries include Dominican Republic, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Haiti, Guyana, Trinidad, Venezuela, Uruguay and
some of the remaining states in Brazil. The best practice cases are aimed at addressing
misgivings or insufficient knowledge about how to surmount the problems of staff
redundancy resulting from increased use of MBC, dispose of excess equipment and
inadequate skills and know-how on structuring and managing road maintenance contracts,
particularly for routine maintenance. The study also deals briefly with financing road
maintenance through the establishment of road funds which have been known to enhance
significantly the effectiveness and success of MBC and with toll road concessions to the
extent that they provide for efficient maintenance as a by-product.

1.6 The road agencies selected for good practice include those of Argentina, Brazil
(DNER), Chile, Colombia, Honduras and Jamaica. Argentina was selected for its
experience on maintenance as part of toll road concessions and "subsidized maintenance
concessions"; Brazil (DNER) for its extensive and long expeience with RMBC; Chile, for
its experimentation with different types and scopes of RMBC activities before adopting an
approach, in addition to its extensive use of MBC; Colombia offers a success story on
maintenance with small enterprises (microempresas) using light equipment and hand tools;
Honduras, for its total conversion from force account to MBC and for passing legislation
for the establishment of a road fund for maintenance; and Jamaica for its experience with
the lengthman system.

1.7 The study was carried out by a LA2IN study team, assisted by individual
consultants recruited from Brazil, Chile and Colombia. The individual consultants
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contributed reports on their countries. The LA2TN team visited all the six countries. This
report is based on the findings and analysis of the team and consultants.

1.8 Report Layout. Section 2 of this paper discusses the importance and dimension
of the road maintenance problem in LAC. The discussion is summarized from the LAC
region's road maintenance study of 1992, supplemented with current information where
available. Section 3 reviews the topic of maintenance by contract, its potential role in
resolving the LAC maintenance problem and the experience of the LAC countries since
the 1992 study. Section 4 deals with the implementation of MCB. The important topic of
road maintenance funds is discussed in Section 5 of the paper while Section 6 reviews
LAC's recent experience with toll road concessions and their promise for maintenance of
the most trafficked roads in the network. Lastly, Section 7 deals with best practice in the
various aspects of MBC and recommendations on how to get to MBC and what to do
once there. The experiences of the selected countries for the study including the initial
difficulties faced by them, are summarized in Appendices 1 to 6 and the sample bidding
documents and contracts for the specific forms of MBC contracts for the six countries are
included in the Project File.
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II. IMPORTANCE AND MAIN CAUSES OF ROAD
MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS IN LAC

2.1 The road network in LAC is in an alarming state of deterioration: only about 27%
of the 2.2 million km of roads are in good condition, about 46% in fair condition and the
remaining 27% in poor condition. This is the conclusive finding of several studiese over
the last four years on the state of LAC roads. In financial terms, the total cost of
removing the backlog and preventing its further accumulation has been estimated at over
US$3 billion per year over the next decade. In fact, in Mexico alone, it is estimated that it
would require over US$400 million a year to bring the federal network of 40,000 km to
50% in good condition and the rest in fair condition by the year 2003 (Box 2).

2.2 The costs to the economy of the poor state of the network are very high: it costs
about three dollars in additional vehicle operating costs (voc) for each dollar
"economized" by road agencies by under-funding maintenance. The additional voc,
mostly in foreign exchange, represents a substantial drain on scarce foreign exchange
resources. In addition to the increased voc, it is estimated that it would cost about
US$2.50 to rebuild the road at a later date, for each dollar not spent on needed
maintenance. For individual LAC countries, these costs range between 1% and 4% of
gross domestic product (GDP) and, in aggregate amount, to over US$2 billion annually
which far exceeds the US$400 million per year average World Bank lending for roads in
LAC. Because road transport accounts for over 80% of passenger transport and 60% of
goods movements in LAC, these costs to the economy are inescapable. To these costs
should be added the additional cost of accidents, time lost, and freight damage due to poor
road conditions.

2.3 The maintenance problem is caused by: (a) the lack of reliable, timely and sufficient
sources of funds for maintenance and rehabilitation (the financing problem); (b) the
incorrect allocation of road resources between maintenance and other road activities (the
misallocation problem); and (c) the inefficient use of limited maintenance resources (the
internal inefficiency problem). This paper deals mainly with the inefficiency problem and
the promising role of contract maintenance in solving it. The financing and the

4 The most notable of these are the: (1) Infrastructure Maintenance in LAC: The Costs of Neglect and Options
for Improvement by the Latin America and the Caribbean Technical Department, June 1992; and (2)
Caminos by the United Nations Economic Commission to Latin America and the Caribbean.
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misallocation problems are discussed below briefly and referred to in other parts of the
paper.

Box 2

Expected Condition of the Mexican Federal Highway Network
Assuming US$400 mill/year Rehabilitation Expenditures

Throughthe use of its Maintenance Management System, SISTA,the Secretariat of
Communications and Transport (SC T) has anah-zed the results of different le%els of
maintenance fundino on the federal nemwork Funding levels ofIUSS3) mill. USS350
mill. and US%40t. mill per year were analyzed The diagam below presents the results for
a US$40 mill annual funding As can be seen, this level of funding would result in at
least 50a of the network being in good condition and no roads beingt worse that "fair"
condition
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2.4 The Financing Problem. A 1992 survey of the LAC countries showed that only
about 25% of the countries were spending enough for maintenance, that another 25%
were spending 70% or more of maintenance requirements, about 18% were spending
between 50% and 70% and the remaining 32% were spending less than 50%. A survey of
the current situation for the LAC countries with satisfactory data on maintenance and
rehabilitation spending shows that the overall situation has not changed much, although
the countries in each performance group have changed somewhat.

2.5 The low expenditures on maintenance are not a result of inadequate cost recovery
for road use. On the contrary, all the reviews of road-user charge receipts for the LAC
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countries show that, with a few exceptions, the countries collect sufficient funds to cover
at least road rehabilitation, maintenance and the administrative needs of the road
networks. In most cases, such as Mexico, Brazil, Panama and the Dominican Republic,
the receipts are more than double the needs. The large differential between user charge
receipts and road expenditures arise because the receipts are not earmarked for roads and
the road sector has to compete for scarce treasury resources with all the other sectors of
the economy. Section 5 of this paper discusses a possible mechanism, the road fund for
maintenance and administration, which has been useful in resolving the maintenance
problem.

2.6 The Misallocation Problem. The misallocation problem arises mainly from: (a)
inadequate prioritizing of road activities; and (b) insufficient road maintenance planning

and inadequate understanding of the technical options for maintenance intervention. In
general, the LAC countries have made significant improvements in resolving the
misallocation problem and the discussion here will therefore be focused on the measures
taken by them to achieve that progress.

2.7 Prioritizing ofRoadActivities. Through strong efforts by the United Nations

Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), the Pan American
Institute of Highways, the German Technical Assistance and the World Bank, through the
PROVIAL initiative, the priority of maintenance over new construction and upgrading has
generally been brought home to the governments, including the ministries of finance and
planning which usually allocate the maintenance funds. The preference for new
construction and upgrading caused by external political pressure on the road agencies and
the internal preference for these higher profile activities remains at an undesirable-high
level, but all signs point to maintenance and rehabilitation gaining in relative priority. This
change has also been helped by the lending agencies, particularly the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB) and the World Bank which have concentrated their lending to
the sector on rehabilitation and, to a lesser extent, on maintenance. These financing
agencies have been very active in inducing an increase in maintenance funding either
through conditionalities in the loans or through requiring maintenance financing as the
counterpart contribution of the Governments to the loans/credits.

2.8 Maintenance Planning and Appreciation of Technical Options. In the past, road
agencies in LAC programmed their maintenance interventions on the basis of standardized
maintenance policies and technical strategies which assume a steady state of road
condition with time. Because road deterioration over time is dynamic and non-uniform,
these models failed to reflect the true economic consequences of road deterioration over
the roads life cycle. Maintenance planning in LAC has improved dramatically with the
acceptance of life-cycle analysis models such as the Bank's Highway Design and
Maintenance Model (HDM). Those models are able to simulate road deterioration over
time; the total road agency costs for various reconstruction and maintenance interventions
and the associated vehicle operating costs and, from them, recommend the optimum
timing and strategies for intervention. Practically all the countries in the region, including
the smaller Caribbean islands, are employing one such model for maintenance planning.
The countries have also started to collect reliable information on road inventory, network
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condition, traffic flows, unit costs of rehabilitation and maintenance operations and using
systematic objective criteria for prioritizing and programming road interventions. In most
of the countries, these planning tools are incorporated in maintenance management
systems. The most notable outcome is that the countries are spending more available
funds on rehabilitation, periodic maintenance and routine maintenance.

2.9 The Internal Inefficiency Problem. This problem is rooted in institutional and
operational shortcomings which often act in concert. The institutional shortcomings
include: (a) the absence of a clear understanding of road agencies' mission and conflicting
functions, objectives and priorities within the agencies; (b) over-staffing resulting in large
salary budgets; (c) inability to recruit and retain experienced managers and skilled
technical specialists; and (d) inappropriate and/or unclear definition of the responsibilities
of headquarters and regional or district units. The operational shortcomings are
manifested in low productivity of maintenance operations which stem from the extensive
use of force account which is very vulnerable to: (a) the unavailability of funds in a timely
manner to purchase fuel and supplies; (b) the cumbersome decision-making procedures
and lack of flexibility; and (c) the low staff motivation due to low salaries and the apparent
lack of glamour associated with maintenance. These dimensions and causes of these
institutional and operational problems are very well documented in the literature on road
maintenance and will therefore not be discussed in detail here. As one of its principal
objectives, this paper will, however, discuss how these problems are solved or mitigated
by the use of private contractors to carry out road maintenance.
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III. MAINTENANCE BY CONTRACT (MBC)

3.1 Definition. MBC is used to cover all arrangements under which the road agency
entrusts private parties with carrying out all or some maintenance activities on part or all
of the road network. The definition covers: maintenance by private, equipment-intensive
contractors which is quite common for periodic maintenance in most LAC countries;
maintenance by small, usually labor-intensive small enterprises or microempresas
(exemplified by Colombia); lengthman systems, whereby small road sections are
contracted to individuals to carry out well-defined road activities as has been used for
many years in Jamaica; and maintenance on toll roads as part of road concessions with the
private sector (e.g., Argentina).

3.2 MBC's Contribution in Solving or Alleviating the Road Maintenance
Problem. The principal objective of adopting MBC in LAC has been to help to improve
the efficiency or resource use for maintenance. MBC has also in some countries, as a by-
product, contributed towards improving better maintenance planning and management and
adopting more reliable maintenance funding - all conditions sine qua non for successful
MBC strategies.

3.3 In addition to its higher efficiency in terms of cost, as discussed below, the
adoption of MBC helps to: (a) decrease conflicts in the roles of the road agencies by
delineating clear "client" and "contractor" roles with better accountability which is difficult
with force account maintenance. This makes it possible to concentrate staff energies on
the normative functions of the agencies; (b) reduce redundancy and underemployment of
agency staff, and hence unnecessary overheads, which in turn satisfies the frequent public
demand for less government; (c) prevent, because of contractual commitments, the
diversion of resources to other activities; and (d) increase the efficiency in the
procurement of resources (equipment, fuel and supplies) as this responsibility is
transferred to the private sector.

3.4 MBC has proven far superior to maintenance by force account in LAC both in the
costs for work done and in the quality and timeliness of work. The cost efficiency arises
mostly from the fact that, with MBC, the road agency pays for actual acceptable work
done in terms of quality and quantity while with force account maintenance, the road
agency pays for the inputs (manpower, equipment, fuel and supplies) required to
accomplish the work with no guarantees that the expected quantity or quality of work will
be performed. But even for the same quantity of work done, MBC is more: cost effective
than force account.
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3.5 The 1989 World Bank survey of road maintenance in LAC found that, for the
same amount of spending, more kilometers were maintained in those countries using M1BC
intensively than those predominantly using force account. In the latter case, the survey
found that over 70% of the available road maintenance funds were spent on staff salaries
leaving only 30% for fuel, supplies, equipment renewal and repairs. In those countries, the
ratio of kilometers of roads receiving maintenance per maintenance employee is less than
two compared to a generally acceptable ratio of six or seven kilometers per employee.
The high maintenance overhead means that very little money is left to carry out the actual
works, which in LAC is equipment intensive.

3.6 The 1992 LAC maintenance study also concluded that, per kilometer of actual
work done, MBC was 20 to 50% less expensive than force account maintenance. The
reasons for this is that private contractors have more flexibility and agility in their
decision-making, more stream-lined procurement procedures, can hire, retain and motivate
better quality staff, and are driven by a strong profit incentive. By contrast, experience in
some developed countries has shown that, for some road maintenance activities, force
account can be as cost effective as MBC. This is mainly because in those countries, road
agency staff receive salaries and benefits which are reasonably competitive with those of
the private sector, agency staff are more experienced, accountability for funds spent is
higher and the cost comparison does not allow for taxes which are paid by private
contractors but not by the public road agencies. The cost comparison between MBC and
force account is one area where more investigation needs to be done. The results cited
above are estimates rather than measured results.

3.7 MBC also generally produces better work quality since the activities under the
contract are specified more closely and performance is measured more accurately.
Similarly, work under contract is more likely to be completed on time.

3.8 MBC in LAC since 1992. Currently, more than 50% of the LAC countries are
committed to some form of RMBC. Also, those countries which were using MBC before,
have since increased significantly the MBC share of total maintenance. A new and
growing practice in LAC is the financing of road construction or rehabilitation by the

private sector and the subsequent administration and maintenance of those roads under
concession agreements with the Governments and with the private concessionaires
recuperating their costs from tolls on the roads. Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Panama and
Colombia have all used this latter approach.

3.9 Given the success of those road agencies which have tried MBC, it is not
surprising that more countries in LAC are adopting MBC. There are still, however,
several factors that have inhibited some road agencies from starting or expanding MBC.
First, they are unwilling to lose the power which comes from managing and controlling
large force account resources and the advantages which come with the ability to respond
to political demands; second, reducing force account staff and dispensing with a large
equipment fleet require both good planning and political consensus which may not be
easily achieved; third, there is a perceived loss of agility in responding to emergencies;
fourth, there may not be sufficient installed capacity among private contractors for MBC
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and/or contractors may not show interest for works in remote areas; fifth, some serious
concerns exist regarding possible collusion among contracto:-s; sixth, there may be
inadequate knowledge about the types and scope of contracts, methods of solicitation of
awards, preparation of contract documents, and payment provisions as well as difficulties
in specifying and measuring works; and seventh, most road agencies have no specific
expertise in managing MBC and especially RMBC. The following section of the paper
describes briefly how the six road agencies have resolved these problems. Additional
information can be found in the appendices to the paper and in the Project File.
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IV. IMPLEMENTING MAINTENANCE BY CONTRACT

4.1 The objective of this section is to report and analyze how the six selected countries
have overcome the inertia and introduced or expanded MBC and how they are planning,
administering and implementing the different aspects of MBC.

A. MAKING THE DECISION TO INTRODUCE MBC AND RMBC

4.2 The road agencies in all the six selected countries have been using MBC very
extensively for periodic maintenance for years; but only recently adopted RMBC. The
decision to move to RMBC in all six cases was occasioned by mandated staff reductions in
the road agencies by the Governments based on macro-economic grounds. The agencies
were forced to use RMBC. In Brazil, the DNER accepted the decision more readily since
it perceived a gain in restoring its credibility with the public since maintenance, when
contracted, usually got done. In Chile, the road agency initially believed strongly that it
could carry out routine maintenance by force account at costs competitive with those of
private contractors and therefore had more inertia in adopting RMBC. In the case of
Colombia, Honduras and Jamaica, the Governments were looking for increased private
sector and local community participation in road maintenance work in addition to the staff
reductions. In all these cases, except Honduras and Jamaica, the decision to shift to
RMBC was rather precipitous and did not permit adequate preparation for RMBC.
Significant adjustments and experimentation were therefore required during
implementation to reach a workable system. The importance of adequate preparation
prior to introducing MBC was one of the major conclusions of the 1992 RMBC study.

4.3 The case of Honduras is the most comprehensive as the Secretaria de Estado de
Comunicaciones, Obras Publicas y Transporte (SECOPT) completely transformed its road
agency by transferring all operating functions to the private sector. This major shift was
possible principally because: (a) SECOPT was convinced that it was the most effective
way of ensuring -the development and preservation of the road network; (b) the move was
supported by the highest levels of the Government; and (c) the Maintenance Directorate
(DGCCA) undertook a very deliberate process of consensus building within the
Government, within SECOPT, with the trade union and with the private sector after a
well-thought out draft blue print for change had been developed. Presentations were
made by the DGCCA to all these groups and a truly participatory process was followed to
ensure that those affected or the various stakeholders had a voice in the final decisions on
the forms that the move would take. Details on this are presented in Section 7.
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B. REDUCING AGENCY STAFF, EQUIPmENT AND PLANT

4.4 Reducing Staff. Reducing force account staff is a very traumatic and anxious
experience for staff and must, therefore, be handled carefully. Coupled with the resistance
of the trade unions, it becomes an even more formidable task. Good forward planning and
very careful and deliberate implementation are crucial. Where such forward planning is
impossible, because the decision to adopt MBC is precipitous, the separated staff should
be given adequate severance payments, including reasonable compensation to cover costs
prior to finding another job. Some road agencies, such as DNER, have used attrition as
the principal means of staff reduction. While that approach has the advantage of
minimizing staff anxiety, it suffers the disadvantage that it is too slow, the average staff
age creeps up with time and very little new blood is brought into the agency unless a
deliberate policy is set to hire new needed staff. Other road agencies, such as SECOPT in
Honduras, planned their staff reductions very carefully and offered retirement to staff with
financial incentives to facilitate the formation of small contracting companies or to find,
with the agencies' help, other jobs. In the case of Colombia, the sustainability of the
microempresas was enhanced by their being given guaranteed contracts for the first three
years on a renewable basis (Box 3). In the case of Honduras, the severance payment to
staff came out of the sale of the force account plant and equi-pment, which is an effective
model and one more easily acceptable to finance ministries since they do not have to
finance the severance payments from the national budget. Outside the LAC region, a
noteworthy adoption of RMBC is occurring in the Alberta Transport and Utilities
(AT&U) Department of the Province of Alberta, Canada where two major companies
contracted for RMBC works are using former AT&U employees to fill virtually all
operators and foremen positions (30 out of 34 positions, Box 4).

4.5 Reducing Equipment and Plant. Dispensing with equipment and plant also
requires extensive preparatory work including inventorying and carrying out a condition
survey of the equipment and plant, having the pieces valued, usually by a Governmental
agency and receiving the approval of the ministry of finance. Where the sudden nature of
the decision to dismantle force account does not allow for ample preparatory time to
dispense with equipment, Brazil's (DNER) experience still offers a feasible, even if less
than optimum, solution for equipment and plant. Initially, the DNER awarded contracts
for two years on a cost plus basis with contractors using some of DNER's equipment and
plant. AT&U in its tendering for RMBC is offering the possibility for contractors to
purchase its equipment and lease its maintenance facilities and has so far received very
good response. An additional advantage of the DNER approach is that it reduced the
initial capital requirements of contractors and made it possible to attract a large number of
small and medium-sized contractors to RMBC. This has high potential in the small and
middle-sized countries in LAC where a shortage of capital has been a major deterrent to
the development of the local road contracting industry. A variation of this approach,
which would apply to road agencies starting RMBC, is to have a similar arrangement with
force account staff expected to be laid off as a result of the move to MBC. Such staff
could be encouraged to band together in road maintenance firms, "acquire" some of the
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road agency's equipment and some "seed" money as well as guaranteed contracts for two
to three years.

Box 3
Use of Microempresas Asociativas for Routine Road Maintenance: The Colombian Model
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Box 4
Maintenance By Contract (MIBC): The Experience of Alberta
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C. RESPONDING TO EMERGENCIES AFTER MBC

4.6 When operating reasonably efficiently, force account is able to respond more
quickly to emergencies than MBC since no prior contractual discussions are necessary.
One of the most-often expressed fear in moving to MBC is therefore the loss of agility to
respond promptly and at reasonable cost to emergencies. The emergency would not allow
time for proper bidding and directly negotiating a contract with the private sector could be
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costly in the absence of competition. The experience of Brazil (DNER) has demonstrated
that it is possible to call on contractors currently working for the road agency to handle
emergency situations at reasonable prices to both the agency and the contractor. In fact, it
is good practice to specify in the contract, the obligation of the contractor to respond to
emergency situations within the geographical area of their responsibility and be paid on the
basis of unit prices set at a reasonable level; and second, it is usually advisable, when
converting to MBC, to retain a small force account capacity to meet emergencies, to carry
out works in remote areas not attractive to contractors and to help the agency train its less
experienced staff

D. ENSURING ADEQUATE CAPACITY IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR FOR MBC

4.7 MBC should not be started or expanded until the road agency is reasonably certain
that the capacity exists domestically or can be built up very quickly to take on the out-
sourced work. The assumption here is that MBC should normally be carried out by
domestic contractors. This may mean starting small and increasing very gradually.
Although in the cases of Brazil and Honduras, the number of maintenance contractors
increased rapidly once the first ones demonstrated success (in Honduras, for instance, the
number of local contractors increased from 15 in 1990 to 48 in 1992) this is not generally
the experience in LAC, especially in the smaller countries where local contractors, if any,
have limited their capacity to the small volume of available construction and rehabilitation
works and do not have the additional capital to easily expand to handle MBC.

4.8 Where there is no capacity or limited capacity for MBC in the private sector, the
Government should establish a policy and strategy for developing that capacity.
Contractors will normally need to be trained in all aspects of contracting including bid
preparation, work and site management, accounting, etc. Very simple contract types such
as fixed sum, cost plus, etc. should be given preference in the initial stages. In such cases,
the road agency may even have to by-pass competitive bidding and distribute the works
among the contractors. The Government should, however, ensure that the assistance is
progressively reduced so that the contractors are weaned off it in a reasonable time. The
same approach should be used where the Government decides to resolve the staff
redundancy problem by encouraging laid-off staff to group and form small road
maintenance contracting firms.

4.9 An associated issue with the availability of local contractors is the likelihood that
there may not be sufficient contractor response for works in remote areas. As mentioned
above, one way of overcoming this problem is to keep a limited force account capacity in
the road agency.

E. REDUCING COLLUSION AMONG PRIVATE CONTRACTORS OR FAVORITISM OR

STRAIGHT CORRUPTION

4.10 Contractor collusion is another potential problem in LAC as it is throughout the
world. MBC in Brazil suffered from this problem at the initial stages of competitive
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bidding. Where collusion is evident, it has been dealt with effectively in some cases by
specifying in the bid documents the road agency's own estimated cost, as a guide, and
stipulating a ceiling above which it would not accept bids. Another way is to use other
types of contracts such as cost plus, lump sum or target price. Even though these
methods of bidding are not recommended under normal procurement situations, they have

worked in the short-term to alleviate the effects of collusion. In the extreme cases of
collusion and favoritism, road agencies have used published schedules of rates not to be

exceeded for major items of the contract. All these measures reduce competition to some
degree, but have been found in other parts of the world to combat collusion quite
effectively.

F. CONTRACTING MBC ACTIVITIES

4.11 Unfamiliarity with what scope and types of contracts to use in MBC, methods of
soliciting and evaluating bids, preparation of contract documents -- especially in the case
of RMBC -- payment provisions as well as difficulties in specifying and measuring work
done, have also discouraged some road agencies from adopting MBC. This is the area in
which the selected countries are most useful in demonstrating efficient methods for the
kind of MBC for which they were selected.

L Contract Scope and Types.

4.12 Experience with MBC has shown that the contract scope and type, the bidding
process and the basis for bid evaluation play a predominant role in MBC's success.
Maintenance contracts can either be let for all activities on designated road section or for
one or a combination of specialty work items. The scope of contract to use depends on
the type of technology and the level of specialty of the contractors. In general, it is easier
to manage a single contract for a designated road section than various specialty contracts.
All the selected countries use contracts for designated road sections except for Chile
which has also tried maintenance by specialty work items. In the case of the lengthman
system in Jamaica, the contract includes all routine maintenance activities, except grading
in the case of gravel roads, and resealing in the case of paved roads since these activities
require heavy equipment (Box 5).

4.13 The method of solicitation of the award shows a much greater variation among the
selected road agencies. In the Brazilian (DNER) and Chilean cases, unit price contracts,
awarded to the lowest-priced bidders after open competitive bidding, are currently being
used, with some allowance in the Brazilian case for up to 10% of the contract value to be
done on a cost plus fixed fee basis to cover items for which a unit price is difficult to
quantify. The DNER originally started with cost plus and gradually evolved into unit
priced contracts. For the lengthman system in Jamaica, contracts are negotiated with the
individuals or communities in the surrounding areas on a lump sum basis. For the
microempresas in Colombia, the road agency uses its own unilaterally-determined
schedule of rates. In Honduras, the road agency started MBC by first distributing work
among various contractors using sole-sourcing procedures, agreed unit prices, and limiting
the contract length to one year. Subsequently, a limited number of contracts have been
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awarded using normal bidding processes. AT&U also uses a schedule of unit prices set by
the agency.

Box 5
Jamaica's Maintenance by the Lengthman System

Genesi Tne len7tman Qsitem vns alread: to ue it i3ncra iRJIun the io., and n. but .%s abandvond
therealter With financtne from the USAID. Ue s ren was re-inuduced in I " n radditor to the otiecume A'
unprc%ung ro-ad maintenance the lerrnthman i.stem *.kas aimed as prondinn ermploment to the rural arca_ of .maica
and Lnv.u lvirc th communities in mawttnance o! roads for wthich the, are the immeJiate tenetictanes Mre
receult. both thc Irer-Ainenar De%elopmrnri Bank anJ the Baik bae -i%cn tinancial support to sustain aiis
medi,J of maintenance

What is the Lengihman Sksrem' It is a conmunt, -based rNtem ander v.hich some rc-uine matntenance actut,Uea
for one or mo km are asi-gned to a member called the len2thman under contract VInh the road agenaC The
members are slected fronr the conrounUit i [h thlad ageac\ usall:. in cors-ultalon %h the local poLuCA
rep:esemau:e4 Member of Farliamen MP'i but -ome.unes on the sole advice of the area road en-imeer Arler theu
selection the lertamen are taken on -ate ane irsrucied on theu resionbie and how to carr, them tai. A
contract is subsequend'. <snied The road agen has found that it is v.ise to mohe the lcei NMP in the seecion
ahliouch Te lengfufien sc- selected are noc alwas d ie rmst eicienm ones

Responsibiliries The Jenrdran iv required tc nianazain the road' naht %( ,r. and drainage faciltie; in the
conditton in w'hich the-i Aere hanDed t hin these tbMtie- are usuaU Landed to tin after the, hate ben brouzh;
the -o cndion t-. the road a,2enc own .ic.:c-tnt or b. a MZaintenane contrator The lengthman clear
[he drains cul%en and catch bazm clears the reeran to at, acceptable heiFht and clear minor land4tde: T-1
date the ienvtunan s contract does not include pitchmig of potholes The lenethruait pro'ides his own tools

What are the Contractual and Supenision Arrangements' The lenzzlian _ contract i rot one year He is pmJ
monthl, bi a road arenc. imspect%r %he rnpects the work and pats ard-, when it is sad-facion The lenghmen
receFie about US$:N) equt%u3ent per mort tilch is Equinalent to 8 dais. vort. pa. fir casual Labor in the Toad a-er,Do
'The raid apeL. i 3 the lenhrmer, ".me pr-unar. :ccipdiic-n as larmnr. Tend about 2 da- a week
j.nn the maintenance woik w isN their contractual oblLauc'ns The road agnc-, plans to increase the frequenv

isfise ,rion sisit. and .c, male scme 'itieSz ipromp:a Lo order to ccatrol lhe current prcurce -whee lerthmen ,rd-
carr. out ther oblranon iut prior to -pa. daN The a%erage cost per mie c-f maitenance bN the lenathmfan ::uteru
is about U.SS20 per mde per aeur uhit it is reasonable in addilion to the pressure impo-ed b.: his conuncrujl
cblico~ut.1e conmurial to o.hch he belorg. hidds him respsnitie for lie condition of the road'i

%hat are the Plain for the Future' With the addition .-fthe Farish Counct] road netwir}. to Mmste, N' W- rkf
resp-nstitities. the lenathmann sstem needs to be z;imed Also there ire dscivufons on the possible adpcti of
the -miciroempresa approach for part-ol lt network The latter would gretulN reduce the number of contratts and
the superti-.n needs The rnicremprgresas %ould he ornanized to hate the capactito alsv dc road surbace repairs

4.14 The Brazilian approach of starting with cost plus contracts for designated road
sections and gradually converting to unit price contracts as contractors gain experience
with MBC, is the best approach for road agencies starting RMBC. For road agencies
which are already familiar with RMBC, unit price contracting is the recommended
practice. Although unit price contracts involve additional work in specifying and
measuring work quantities more accurately and in bid preparation and evaluation, it
generally yields lower contract prices. In the case of Brazil the contract price was 20%
lower (Box 6). Once the road agency and the contractors gain MBC experience, the next
step is to move to MBC based on standards using fixed price, lump sum contracts. Under
this contracting modality, the contractor is provided with clear and comprehensive
specifications on the works to be carried out, the materials to be used, and the
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performance standards including response time to defects encountered by the agency
during a work inspection. The responsibility of the contractor is to maintain the road at all
times in accordance with the agreed standards (quality control) while the road agency
personnel would undertake quality assurances with periodic inspections limited to those
necessary for assurance of performance. The province of British Columbia in Canada has
been using the contracting procedure since 1988 (Box 7). On a much smaller case, this is
the approach used by the lengthman system. In all cases, contracts should normally be
awarded following some form of competitive bidding.

4.15 Numerous road agencies contemplating MBC, especilally RMBC, have requested
guidance on the bidding and contract documents to be used. In some cases, the agencies
have even used the same documents they have been using for rehabilitation or construction
works which are generally inappropriate for MBC. The Project File includes
recommended documents used by Brazil (DNER), Colombia (microempresas), Jamaica
(lengthman system) and Honduras (fixed-price contract).

Box 6
Brazil: From Force Account to Cost Plus Unit Price

Genei' \'.her Brazil DNER i moed fr I-:rce 3icoit to routme marient3nce bN contract in I-1 it started 'AInh

the -caT. pLL contract tinder that appr,acL pnaie ccricracrors supplied irctled Wi1 DNTP the cderal re-ad agenc
%%ah equipment labr and maenats at coui pli; agreed profit and C%ertiea%i DINER a residencies orcanued and
upen ised the l-orLs Thc si stem dit desgned io mercome DNEP s burdenome procaremenit procedures ari
rinle-oble regiilation on stall hiring and separation. As tht DTER. and the cont aciora became more firalTar ukih the

unit co-ts OEtL- dfterent maintenance acittues ind the f.-equcs. at %%hich r.-: acuinies had to he carned ealh -e.cr.
DNER 2radual. mtroduced Lnt pnce contracin; stining LlO~w it 'as ho.se%er. not unl l0S6 Ehal cost plus
Lc-ntracunn ;as inall eliminaed .A the ;rIual suge; of ui prie contractir DNER a ned some coRItracTors Lo
u-se tire aeenc. a idle equipment '-,u the pro% tLC 1t that rie depreciation and U [erest pa%ment on [he equipment be
deducted from theni unit pnces Thiu practice alio.ed the DbaR to charie F.x the use of equipment \0hIl iculI
0therie be de and encouraged zmall-sized 6rms o-ub insul.cientL capital fa- equpmeraL tc enter the P-MBC
business Canertlh there ire 340 u=I-pnced conLracts 10 routine m.nuenanc coerin_ 43- 41 km of the federal
rol:d nenic.rL The remainin ii 184 in are dejetared ro the states for naiuienance %ub.h DNER financing ]FAER
repon; that mc-ing from cost plus t, ant pnce z:ntracts has saved the road a-ertc mAeT in rTiaintennrice costs
arsinS mouAd, from the profit inceni ilf the ccntractors. but alzs lrum the reduction tm DNF R . supernsivn
cv.erheadi.-Ia
Unit Price Contractin The routine matmnicrance .c.ntracU coker all rouitre runtenance acu Iues i paCtu-n
clearig dr.inage facillue gri cuttfn. repairs to road inri and fences1 Cntractors bid orn a schedule of ixru

bid emrnutel quanLme, of dischre1e actiiuecs-n the basis c-f the uni pnce for the actiues The lowest e%alua[e.1
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been usinan frtond form cncc-tract "mtuch corbtries reseaILng ofpaied roads %ith rouLne mainienance So far
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nrc-duce :-her intermediate forms. such as cc-st plus cr unit price mnti eqwpment %shen itnntatin.s viihili We
toxcrnment regulau,.s and roceiures so require -.. ia rrcces, at contr.led eWiunCri ath Wni rin DeCe5i- tbe

folloied and i that Unat price ccn;acui-n is the most efticient ie of contratIng
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II. Developine the Maintenance Proeram

4.16 Maintenance, whether executed by contract or force account, requires a well-
prepared program. The program is indispensable both for preparing the maintenance
budget and for monitoring implementation. In Brazil (DNER), Chile and Honduras, the
annual programs are based on detailed road inventories as well as traffic counts on the
network. The World Bank's Highway Design and Maintenance Model (HDM) is then
used to assist in developing maintenance strategies and budgets. In Colombia and
Jamaica, the annual programs are based on detailed physical inventories, but experience is
used to determine the volume and type of work to be done on any given road section. In
general, the approach adopted in Brazil, Chile and Honduras is preferable. However,
HDM does not have any strategies for the type of activities carried out by the lengthmen
system and the agency should continue to use its past experience. It is essential, in all
cases, that the work program be developed as accurately as possible because of its
importance for the budget and accountability.

II. Preparation of Contract Documents, Contract Administration and Supervision

4.17 Most LAC road agencies have the staff capacity to prepare bidding documents,
and to administer and supervise rehabilitation and construction contracts. Because the
number of contracts for MBC is usually an order of magnitude larger than those normally
handled by the agency, there may be a need to hire local consultants or contract
individuals to supplement agency capacity. For example, on the Brazilian federal network
of 54,655 km, DNER used 375 contracts in 1994. In Jamaica, contracting lengthmen for
all 18,000 km of roads would require 9,000 such contracts. An assessment of staff
capacity to handle the additional workload should therefore be made and appropriate
actions taken to recruit and/or train additional staff or hire consultants before MBC is
introduced. The consultants should be usually local ones, or experienced individuals under
contract with the agency to supplement its capacity. Both the Brazilian and Honduran
road agencies use consultants extensively to manage MBC. DNER's experience is that it
costs about 3 to 8% of the contract price to manage the entire MBC process. This range
is in line with the current experience in Haiti with its program for labor-intensive road and
drainage maintenance.

4.18 In general, road agencies have been ready to use consultants for preparing bidding
and contract documents. There is some resistance to using consultants for bid evaluation
and work supervision due to feared ties between local consultants and contractors. The
Brazil experience shows clearly that this can be done quite successfully. Monitoring and
supervising MBC has not received its due attention. Insufficient supervision permits the
contractor to get away with poor quality work at the expense of society. It is therefore
important not only to provide adequate manpower for supervision but also to ensure that
the supervision requirements are in line with to available skills. For example, it is a big
mistake to judge contractor performance against road quality indicators that the agency
has no capacity or capability to properly measure.
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Box 7
Maintenance By Contract (MBC): The Experience of ]British Columbia
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IV Payment Provisions and Procedures

4.19 The adoption of proper payment provisions and procedures for IBC and the road
agency's adherence to them is indispensable to the success of MBC. The contractors are
usually small and cannot withstand the cash flow problems resulting from late payments.
Also, in countries with high inflation late payment causes contractors to lose money unless
there is an adequate clause in the contract to cover inflation. Loss of money quickly leads
to poor work or abandonment of the industry.

4.20 In Brazil, Chile and Honduras, payment for MBC has been on a monthly or
quarterly basis for work done. In Colombia the microempresas receive a 20% advance to
enable them to buy tools and cover initial expenses; thereafter, payments are monthly for
work done. The Jamaican lengthman contracts have monthly payments on the basis of
pre-agreed road condition standards with no payments made for sub-standard work.
Chile has the best record in contract payments, with a month between work completion
and payment. Brazil has had the worst experience with delays in payments, which is
particularly worrisome to contractors since, until the recent introduction of the new
currency, the real, inflation was typically 20% or more per month. Although the contracts
in Brazil provided for adjustments for inflation, the adjustments came into effect after
work certification and this latter could be delayed for more than three months.

4.21 All the unit price contracts in the six countries provide for adjustments for
inflation; the lump sum or cost plus (understandably so) do not. It is essential that some
adjustment for inflation be included in the contracts to cover delays between road
completion and payment. An approach which is being used in some LAC road agencies,
with the IDB's encouragement, is the "Oficina de Pronto Pago". These offices are
established in the road agencies to expedite payment to contractors.
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V. ROAD MAINTENANCE FUNDING

5.1 Although the subject of this report is how to carry out road maintenance and, more
specifically, how to do so by contract, one would be remiss not to discuss--if only briefly--
the issue of funding. Clearly, if the funding arrangements are not satisfactory, it will be
difficult, if not impossible, for any road maintenance program or strategy to succeed, no
matter how well designed. Within the Region, there are numerous examples. In Jamaica,
the lengthman system stopped temporarily in 1993 when no maintenance budget was
voted. Honduras has yet to implement a road fund already approved by Congress in 1993,
with the result that road maintenance by contract has slowed considerably; this country is
in a further precarious position in that road maintenance funding is now largely dependent
on external aid. In Brazil, since the elimination of the road fund in 1990, the federal
highway system has suffered from a general lack of maintenance.

5.2 There is little doubt, therefore, that a stable and adequate source of road
maintenance financing is required to implement a successful road maintenance program.
This linkage is even more crucial in the case of MBC, as private contractors are much less
willing than public road agencies to make the necessary bulky investments in plant if they
cannot expect a steady stream of revenue. The private sector is also much less forgiving
when payments are not made or not made on time.

5.2 This, however, only begs the question--how can a country establish a stable and
adequate source of financing for road maintenance? In some countries, the public budget
can serve this purpose and serve it well, especially when there is a tradition of providing
adequate budgetary resources for maintenance. However, many countries, both developed
and developing but particularly the latter, are finding that the budget process for this type
of expenditure is far from ideal. The problem arises from the fact that although new road
investments have a constituency that is reflected in the political system and ultimately in
the budget process itself, road maintenance normally has no such constituency until, of
course, the road deteriorates to a condition so serious that the problem is finally
recognized. Unfortunately, by then it is often too late because what is needed at this time
is not normal maintenance but rehabilitation or reconstruction. The pattern tends to repeat
itself periods of budget famine and feast, unreliable budget allocations, untimely release of
funds, inadequate maintenance and unnecessary, very costly rehabilitation expenditures.
Unfortunately, many countries are in this kind of vicious cycle. To break out, some
countries have established road maintenance funds that are totally independent of the
budget system. What follows is a brief discussion of the rationale for setting up these
funds and the circumstances under which they can be made to work effectively.
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5.3 Apart from the "no constituency" argument raised above, which, of course, is not
unique to road maintenance expenditures, proponents of the road maintenance fund
contend that if properly designed, the fund represents an excellent example of the
economic principle of users or beneficiaries directly paying for the services they receive.
Under the road maintenance fund concept, users of the roads pay for road maintenance
through direct surcharges on, for example, fuel, vehicle licenses, tires, spare parts or some
combination of all of these. Hence, the expenditures financed from this source of revenue
should not be seen as undermining fiscal or budgetary discipline as is sometimes
suggested, in the same way that expenditures on electricity or water are not necessarily
seen in that light. Instead, proponents argue that these expenditures belong off-budget
because from an economic efficiency point of view, they should be financed from user
charges.

5.4 Although the above arguments are defensible on economic grounds, experience
shows that what is most important is how the fund is actually designed, set up to work and
implemented. Unless the fund is designed and implemented properly, it will not achieve its
objectives. In some cases, mismanaged road funds have even had a destabilizing
macroeconomic influence, as when these funds were used to amass great sums of money
that were then spent on unintended purposes. Hence, it is not sufficient to make the
economic case for establishing a fund. The real challenge lies in establishing and
implementing a properly designed road maintenance fund.

5.5 Experience shows that the most successful funds are those that have the following
characteristics:

(a) the fund, its use and management are established by law;

(b) the fund's revenues are derived from road user charges;

(c) the fund is limited to financing specifically defined expenditures (e.g.,
routine and periodic maintenance, not investment);

(d) the fund is managed by representatives of the road users and public roads

agencies and is independent of the government,

(e) the revenues accrue directly to a separate account without passing first
through a government account; and

(f) the fund has a ceiling based on estimated annual road maintenance

requirements.

5.6 These design principles are important; but equally essential is having all the
concerned parties, particularly the users, participate in the design and management of the
fund. Having a full sense of ownership is critical. In recent years, the Bank has assisted
several countries in establishing such funds. Model laws and terms of reference can be
made available on request.
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VI. TOLL ROAD CONCESSIONS

6.1 The phenomenon of toll road concession has gained momentum with the push in
LAC to privatize the financing and operation of infrastructure facilities. So far the most
advanced countries in this area are Argentina, which has concessioned 9,800 km since
1990 and Mexico with 5,000 km since 1989. Chile, Panama, Colombia and Brazil have
started in a modest way, but intend to increase significantly in the future.

6.2 Under the toll road concession arrangements, concessions are awarded to the
private sector to build, improve or rehabilitate a road section and maintain it to a pre-
agreed performance standard for a period of 15 to 30 years generally. Concessionaires
collect tolls from road users to defray their costs and profits. The concession is usually
awarded on the basis of competitive bidding based on a single criteria (the concessionaire
offering the lowest toll is more often the criterion used). Toll road concessions are usually
financially viable at traffic levels exceeding 3,000 vehicles per day, as a rule of thumb. The
first 5,000 km of toll roads concessioned to the private sector in Mexico were awarded on
the basis of the concession period, the winning bid being the one offering the shortest
period. This approach has not worked well and the concessionaires and the government
have agreed to reduce the tolls to levels similar to those charged by the government's own
toll road agency and to increase the concession period originally offered by the
concessionaires. The government has also decided to award the next set of bids on the
basis of level of tolls stipulating a concession period between 25 to 30 years.

6.3 Although the original aim of the toll road concession programs is to build or
upgrade the most trafficked section of the principal networks, the efficiency of
maintenance on the roads has become one of the most attractive features. The concession
program in Argentina (Box 8), which had problems at the start, has now proven very
successful to use it to maintain even the less trafficked road in the principal network under
the subsidized toll concessions mentioned in para. 1.4. An unofficial survey of the views
and perception of road users on the Argentinean toll road system has indicated a
remarkable positive reaction.

6.4 For the construction or major improvement of the main road network toll road
concessions will be the preferred approach in the short to medium term. The Project File
for this paper has examples of the bidding documents and concession contracts for
Argentina, Chile and Brazil.
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6.5 Another concept currently being tried in the United Kingdom is "shadow to11s"
whereby the "concessionaire" is paid Ьуthe Government on the basis of the number of
vehicles usin � the гоад. Traffiсcounts аге taken to keep control on the number of
vehicles using the гоад. Under "shadow to11s" users агеnot charged for the use of the
гоад (i.e., to11s are not collected).
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V11. THE CASES OF BEST PRACTICE

7.1 This section of the report summarizes the best practice cases on: (a) how to get to
MBC and (b) what to do once there. It must be noted that the presentation here is just a
summary and road agencies wanting to adopt the best case practices would need to visit
or otherwise contact those with the relevant best cases for more details, including the
initial difficulties and pitfalls. For example, the road agencies in Honduras, Nicaragua and
Guatemala have already visited Colombia to learn first hand about the microempresas.
Several LAC countries plan to visit Chile and Brazil for their experience on RMBC using
traditional private contractors. Others like Panama, have arranged for visits by former
high-level staff from Honduras and Chile to help diagnose their country and agency
situations and recommend action on how to get to and implement RNIBC.

A. HOW To GET THER,

7.2 The Honduran approach (Box 9) represents the best practice. The factors which
have favored the successful introduction of NIBC in Honduras were: (a) Government and
RoadAgency Commitment. A clear Government and road agency policy and commitment
to shift to MBC and to provide the resources necessary for the shift; (b) 777e Political
Consensus. Support from the trade unions and the road consulting and construction
industry; (c) Available Construction Capacity. The existence of local construction
capacity to take on the additional work or the potential to quickly build up said capacity;
and (d) Institutional Capacity. The ability of the road agenc to develop and manage
maintenance contracts.

7.3 SECOPT in Honduras was committed to introducing MBC as a more efficient way
to improve its road maintenance performance and thereby arrest the rapid deterioration of
its road network. It was also important for the secretariat to come up with a credible
approach to maintenance in order to win the political support. for adequate road
maintenance funding which it was seeking in the form of a road fund. Lastly, over the
years, the number of staff employed by the secretariat had ballooned to unsustainable
levels and MBC provided a means to remove unwanted redundancy.
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7.4 То obtain the Goveтnment's commitment апдpolitical consensus, the Honduras
гоадagency developed аЫ иеprint spelling out сlеагl у: ( а) the objectives of the proposed
shifts and the implications for the country, the agency staff and the private sector and the
mitigating actions; (b) а draft of the new functions and organiгational structure for the
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new down-sized road agency; (c) a participation action plan -to involve all those to be
affected by the move, and other interested parties, in discussing and fine-tuning the
proposals; (d) an implementation schedule and an indication -of the rate of implementation
of the shift; (e) the agency's expectations from the private sector in terms of additional
capacity to meet the created demand for contracting services; and (f) a proposal for the
sustainable financing, over the years, of the NMC program through the establishment of a
road maintenance fund. Since very few road agencies in LAC have the internal capacity to
develop such a blue print, experienced consultants, either local or foreign, should be
recruited to assist in this task and in discussing the blue print with the interested and
affected parties, as was done in Honduras.

7.5 As in some LAC countries, the construction industry's capacity in Honduras was
already in place for road construction and rehabilitation. It needed to be expanded rapidly
to meet the additional demand created by the introduction ofMBC. SECOPT analyzed
this aspect before NIBC was introduced and fostered the close participation of the private
road contracting and consulting industries in the design of the NMC processes in order to
work out arrangements that lead to their participation at reasonable costs to the agency
and to win their support. For example, SECOPT adopted sole-sourcing procedures in
awarding the first one-year contracts based on a unit price schedule agreed with
contractors and developed systems to facilitate rapid payment for work done to
contractors. These measures led to the rapid response of the private sector. Brazil
(DNER) used a less comprehensive, but effective, approach to facilitate entry into the
construction industry by new firms through making the agency's equipment available to
them as part of their maintenance contracts and sometimes even supplying them with some
of the materials, such as asphalt and cement, to do their work. This approach is useful in
the smaller countries.

7.6 Honduras, like most LAC road agencies, had the staffing capacity to manage road
construction and rehabilitation. It is using private local consultants very extensively to
supplement its capacity for managing MBC. SECOPT has also installed a modem road
maintenance management system (MMS) to which MBC has been added. This system has
facilitated greatly the development of the road maintenance program and maintenance
activities as well as the monitoring of the program during implementation.

B. WHAT To Do AFTER THE DECISION TO GO TO MBC

7.7 Staff, Equipment and Plant Reductions. Honduras and AT & U offer the best
examples of good practice for the reduction of staff, equipment and plant. In Honduras,
the SECOPT combined severance pay, financed from the sale of its road equipment and
plant, with absorption by the private sector of some of the outgoing staff to reduce staff
and equipment. The AT&U also used severance pay, absorption of staff by the private
sector, sale of equipment and rental of plant to contractors to attain the same goal. The
AT & U transition has been very smooth partly because MBC is being introduced
gradually by geographical area. The Honduran move has had a rocky start because the
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road fund on which its funding was to be based, has been passed into law but not yet
implemented.

7.8 Handling Emergencies. In the case of Honduras, a small force account capacity
was retained to handle work in areas not yet contracted, and emergencies. This is
recommended for countries starting MIBC. Brazil (DNER), however, is the best example
of the ultimate goal where even emergencies are handled by contract.

7.9 The MMS (Formulating the Road Maintenance Program, Drawing up the
MBC Contracts and Supervising and Monitoring the Contracts). Both Chile and
Brazil (DNER) serve as best practice cases for MMS. Brazil makes more extensive use of
local consultants for MMS and will therefore be recommended over Chile for those road
agencies with weak staff capacity for MBC. An exceptional feature of Brazil (DNER) is
that even part of the monitoring of consultants carrying out MBC is also contracted to
consultants who oversee the supervising consultants.

7.10 Contract Scope and Type. Brazil and Chile are the best examples of good
practice for contract scope and type using traditional equipment intensive contractors.
Examples of contract documents for both are in the Project File. Brazil also offers the
best example of how to get there using different forms adapted to the capacity and
competence of the available MBC contractors. Both countries currently use contracts for
all maintenance activities on a designated road section. Both also use unit price contracts
awarded to the lowest price bidders after open competitive bidding. Colombia and
Jamaica are examples of best practice for the microempresa and lengthman contracts
respectively. For service level or performance-type contracts under which the contractor
is paid against meeting pre-agreed road performance indicators, British Columbia presents
the best practice case. Because this form of contracting involves a higher level of
sophistication in measuring and monitoring these indicators, it would only be
recommended for those LAC countries with a long experience in MBC and a developed
supervision capacity.

7.11 Mechanisms to Accelerate Canceling of Invoices. The "oficina de pronto
pago", established in several LAC road agencies on the advice of the IDB, have worked
well and succeeded in having invoices canceled within 15 days of their presentation. For
more mainstream approach, since some Governments may not authorize the establishment
of such mechanisms, a good example of prompt payment procedures is the Chilean
Vialidad which has traditionally made payments quickly.

7.12 Maintenance Financing Mechanisms. As mentioned earlier, many LAC
countries are at different stages of studying or implementing a road maintenance fund. The
most advanced in their efforts are Honduras, where the law has already been passed and
Guyana, where Cabinet is discussing the law to establish the fund. Of the two, the
Honduras design is better in the sources of revenue for the fund, namely surcharges on
motor fuels. In Guyana, the proposed fund is dependent more on annual licensing charges
and the general transport tax. The Honduras case is recommended as the best practice. It
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must be noted, however, that the fund is still not operational since the current Government
has not moved to enforce it.

7.13 Toll road Concessions. Although these are aimed primarily at new construction,
upgrading and major re-construction, the subsequent maintenance is an important by-
product. Both Mexico and Argentina, the countries which have used this approach
extensively in LAC, are still experiencing some growing pains. Argentina appears to have
substantially overcome the difficulties and has a system judged to be very successful by
road users and will therefore be recommended as a good practice case. Argentina has also
introduced, with considerable success, the "the subsidized toll" program which is
essentially MBC with the beneficiaries contributing their share through tolls. Since the
traffic levels on the affected roads are not high enough for the concessionaire to
recuperate its costs fro the tolls, the Government pays the difference. This is an approach
worth following and replicating in other countries, if it proves successful.
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ARGENTINA: THE DEREGULATION PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

Table I shows the size of the Total Road Network by Type of surface in Argentina while
Table 2 shows the evolution of the National Road Network by type. Tables 3 and 4 show
the condition of the National Road Network, and specifically for the Concessioned
corridors. The tables show the significant deterioration occurred in the late 1980s, before
concessioning began.

Table 1: Hwy. Infrastructure by Jurisdiction and Type of Surface (1991)
Category National Provincial Total

Km % Km % Km %

Paved 28,309 75 30,665 18 58,974 28
Gravel 6,196 16 35,310 20 41,506 20
Earth 3,238 9 108,571 62 111,989 53

Total 3_7 4; 100 174,726 100 212469 100

Table 2: National Highway Network Evolution by Type of Surface
Year Paved Gravel Earth Total

Km % Km % Km % Km %

1935 2,936 9 11,025 34 18,908 58 32,869 100
1940 4,566 11 8,321 21 27,627 68 40,514 100
1945 6,231 10 6,127 10 49,025 80 61,383 100
1950 7,322 12 7,400 12 45,921 76 60,343 100
1955 8,813 15 7,970 13 43,402 72 60,185 100
1960 9,699 17 14,264 25 33,093 58 57,056 100
1965 15,212 33 8,735 19 21,980 48 45,927 100
1970 20,778 45 8,773 19 16,622 36 46,173 100
1975 24,694 52 7,773 16 15,152 32 47,619 100
1980 26,475 70 6,608 18 4,538 12 37,821 100
1985 27,819 74 7,515 20 2,298 6 37,632 100
1990 28,309 75 6,196 16 3,238 9 37,743 100
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Table 3: Condition of the National Road Netw e r
Year Length Condition (%)

(Km) Good Fair Bad

1982 26,146 31 25 44
1983 27,207 44 22 34
1984 27,749 35 22 43
1985 27,819 37 22 41
1986 28,245 42 20 38
1987 28,309 45 21 34
1988 28,309 35 22 43
1989 28,309 30 25 45
1990 28,309 25 28 47

1991 (1) 19,585 44 23 33
1992 (1) 19,585 44 23 33

Source: F.LE.L. Capital de Infraestructura en la Argentina con datos de la DNV

Table 4: Historic Data for the Condition Index and the Concessioned Corridors
Road Concessionaire Length Condition Index

(Km) 1988 1990
3 & 252 Semacar 673.59 6.05 4.19
205 Semacar 296.59 7.30 5.76
7 Caminos del Oeste 508.78 6.65 4.89
8 & 193 Caminos del Oeste 700.48 5.18 3.32
7 Nuevas Rutas 424.50 7.00 5.46
188 Covico 479.25 5.66 3.80
9 & A019 Servicios Viales 242.23 6.74 5.08
11 & A009 Servicios Viales 705.77 6.07 4.32
33 Servicios Viales 307.29 6.81 5.18
9 Covicentro 332.97 6.56 4.84
34 Covinorte 714.12 6.90 5.26
4 & 34 Concanor 481.55 7.03 5.51
16 & 12 Virgen de Itati 946.28 6.79 5.01
19 Rutas del Valle 279.88 6.19 4.60
S/D S/D 363.50 6.75 4.90
2226 Caminos del Abra 404.38 5.42 3.50
5 Nuevas Rutas 542.07 5.55 3.65
12,14,193, A015, Caminos 669.15 6.56 4.67
117, 135 R. Uruguay
S/D S/D 550.43 6.69 5.02
36, 38, A005 Red Vial Centro 309.34 6.53 5.03

Total 9.932. 15

THE PROGRAM

The program for the privatization of highway maintenance in Argentina has three major
subprograms:

* Concession of all the highway accesses to Buenos Aires
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* Concession of the roads corridors with an AADT>2,500
* Concession of the roads corridors with an AADT<2,500 (the pilot project is under

implementation stage: 5,000 km)

While this research focuses on the program for the concession of highway corridors some
of the information is also valid for the highway accesses to Buenos Aires.

Even though the implementation of the program was not very well organized from the
beginning, during the first years of implementation the government has defined a solid
structure for the program that relies on the following three issues:

* Legislation framework
* Institutional framework
* Contracts

Characteristics of the program

The main concept behind the privatization of road maintenance in Argentina is that the
private operators take over the whole operation of the corridors given in concession. The
private operators are responsible for the planning, programming and performing actual
work for new constructions (which are specified in the concession contract),
reconstruction and rehabilitation of the roads, and for routine and periodic maintenance.
The government has transferred the planning and programming responsibilities, and only
verifies that the operators fulfill their contract responsibilities:

* Schedule for new works and other investments
* Condition of the roads: pavements shoulder, signalization (vertical and horizontal) and

safety
* Toll prices
* Additional works and services

The Public Works Secretariat has created a Concessionaires Control Unit that is the
agency in charge of controlling, evaluating and following-up the private operators
performance. The legal framework for the deregulation program has been developed
parallel to the implementation of the program. Actually, some of the laws enacted after
the first implementation of the program have force the Public Works Secretariat to
renegotiate the concession contracts with the concessionaires.

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

The road maintenance privatization program has been from the beginning very
controversial with Argentine politicians and the public. This was specially true for the
road corridors given in concession under toll systems. The legality of charging tolls for a
road already constructed was the issue argued by opponents of the program. A Supreme
Court decision declared it legal and that ended the discussion about the program.
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The program is based on a legal framework composed of the following acts, regulation
and the mentioned Supreme Court decision:

* Ley 17,520 Public Works Concession Act (1967)
* Ley 23,696 Federal Reform and Administrative Emergency Act (1989)
* Presidential Regulations

Ley 17,520 Public Works Concession Act

This act established the legal basis for the execution of public works through the
concession to private firms by imposing a fee and/or toll to the users. The Act defines
three alternatives for the concession of public works: onerous, gratuitous or subsidized.

Ley 23,696 Federal Reform and Administrative Emergency Act

The Federal Reform and Administrative Emergency Act incorporates to law 17,520 the
possibility of the federal government transferring public services such as operations,
administration, rehabilitation, reconstruction and maintenance of existing infrastructure to
private operators.

The law states that the economic and financial equation, taking into account expenditures
and users benefits should minimize the toll, and also that the private operators earning
should be reasonable. For this purpose the Public Works Secretariat has set a limit in the
return that private operators are allowed to achieve on their investments within the
program.

The law specifies that this concession system can be applied to the National Road
Network.

AGENCY FRAMEWORK

The Public Works Secretarial has transferred the overall responsibility of the program to
the National Road Directorate (DNV). The DNV has gone through a reorganization in
order to adapt to these new responsibilities.

History

1932 "Ley Nacional de Vialidad." Creates the National Road Directorate (DNV) and
gives origin to the national road network structure. The responsibilities of the
DNV were to design, construct and maintain the road network.

1958 The organization of the DNV is reformulated and the Federal Road Bureau (CVF)
is created to coordinate policies and actions between the National and Provincial
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road networks. The CVF was integrated by all the Provincial Road Directorates
and the DNV.

Regulatory Agency

- Concessionaires Control Unit (Organo de Control de los Concesionarios, OCC)

In 1991 the Public Works Secretariat transferred to the DNV the responsibility of the
control and evaluation of the concessionaires. The DNV created for this purpose a
division called Concessionaires Control Unit, OCC. The responsibilities of this Unit were
modified in 1993. The OCC is divided in three areas, each performing and doing the
follow-up for the different aspects of the concessions:

* Technical Control
* Economic and Financial Control
* Institutional Relations with the users

These divisions are supported by a number of Regional Units. The Regional Units have
direct contact with the operators and are responsible for in-situ inspections and the
preparation of reports. The reports are sent regularly to the Control Division that analyze
and file them.

Technical Control

Responsibilities:
* Assist the DNV in cases of important unfulfillment of contract responsibilities by the

concessionaires.
* Assist private operators in the adoption of actions leading to provide uninterrupted

and high quality service.
* Analyze and file the documentation prepared by the Regional Units on

Initial inventory and start-up documentation
Control of the execution of the initial works (established in the contract)
Enforce the fulfillment of the contract requirements for the rehabilitation and
functioning of the concessioned corridors
Evaluation of the toll plazas and weigh stations operated by the concessionaires
Control and evaluation of the execution of priority works; checking start-up dates,
schedule and work progress
Control and evaluation of routine maintenance activities

* Process information regarding deviations in the contract responsibilities of the
concessionaires.

* Develop a program for pavement evaluation at the corridors given in concession.
* Verify the need to apply penalties to the operators and prepare the related

documentation.
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Economic and Financial Control

Responsibilities:

* Follow-up of the administrative, accounting and taxation procedures regarding the
operation of the concession contracts. As a result of this, this division should develop
improvements leading to increase the efficiency of these procedures.

* Responsible for the contracting, economic financial tax and accounting auditing of the
companies and/or consortia that are part of the concessionaires.

* Control and enforce that the concessionaires comply with labor and social security
regulations.

* Develop economic and financial auditing programs that show the evolution of the
contracts from the economic and financial point of view.

Institutional Relations with the Users

Responsibilities:

* Evaluation of the essential and complementary services to be provided by the
concessionaires

* Compile, process and publish all the information regarding the concession program.
* Keep a complain log where users can express their complaints about the operation and

conditions of the corridors.
* Keep accident statistics and enforce the adoption of corrective actions to increase

safety.
* Develop procedures for the participation of user in the control of the concessionaires.
* Analyze and develop actions to be taken to solve the problems found by users.
* Inform the public about the contractual obligations of the concessionaires.
* Carry-out regularly Users Opinion Surveys within the corridor.

CONTRACTING

The contracts for the concession of the roads were based on a number of basic conceptual
issues, some of which have been adapted and/or re-negotiated during the implementation
process:

Roads with AADT>2,500 Veh. (10,000 Km)

* The toll charged should be lower than the user benefits from the improved condition of
the roads. Since the toll collected is not enough to cover all cost, the government
subsidies the difference.

* The funds for this subsidy come from the general National Budget. Fuel and vehicle
ownership taxes are collected but diverted to other uses. Subsidies are renegotiated
based on the annual traffic and taking into account that the contractor is not allowed
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to have unreasonable earnings (the Public Works Secretariat accepts up to an IRR of
approx. 18%, which is fixed by the National Emergency Act).

* The government does not guarantee the traffic.
* Operators are responsible for total operations: toll collection, new works (specified in

the contract), and routing and periodic maintenance.
* Concession is for 12-13 years. However, based on local and foreign experience the

government has decided the terms are negotiable and the contracts are being
renegotiated annually or biannually.

* All the toll roads should have an alternative road.

Roads with AADT<2,500 Veh. (20,000 Km)

* The volume is not enough to implement toll collection. All the cost is covered by the
national budget.

* Pilot project in implementation: 5,000 Km.
* The bids are to be awarded to those proposing more new works and asking for the

smallest subsidy.
* Other aspects are similar to concessions with AADT>2,500 Veh.

The contracts were awarded based on the following:

Initial Works: Works established in the Terms of Reference are those that the operators
were supposed to complete before charging tolls. The operators could, in their proposals,
offer to increase the amount of works, but once established in the contract, they cannot be
changed.

Priority Works: As well as for the Initial Works, these works were established in the
TORs. It was the responsibility of the bidders to establish the program of work and the
amount of works in excess of the minimum set in the TOR.

Routine Maintenance: The bidders were responsible for defining the routine
maintenance program and the methodologies.

Rehabilitation and Improvements: The contract includes a program of improvements
that the operators are supposed to implement in order to increase capacity and safety in
the roads.

Services and Additional Works: The contracts include the list of the services to be
provided and the implementation schedule for the additional works.

Economic and Financial Equation: The Public Works Secretariat has the right to
establish a maximum IRR for the investments performed by the operators. Unreasonable
earnings can occur when the traffic growths more than what was expected. The Public
Works Secretariat can reduce the return in the investments in three ways: (i) force the
operators to lower the tolls; (ii) increase the amount of work established in the contract;
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(iii) a combination of both. Also, if the Public Works Secretariat wants to increase the
amount of works, it can re-negotiate the contract including those works and lengthening
the term of concession.

Canon/Subsidy: Bids were also evaluated based on the cannon offered or the subsidy
demanded.

LNDICATORS

In order to evaluate the success of the program, two indicators have been found. One of
them was developed by the DNV and shows how the condition of the different
components of the road have changed from the moment the concessionaire took over the
operation of the corridors. The other is an Users Opinion Survey prepared by an
independent company for the Corridor Concessionaires Chamber.

Condition Survey

The condition surveys are carried-out by the Regional Units and compiled by the OCC on
a monthly basis.

1990 1995
Condition Sufe Conondition S u rfa c e
Good 17% Good 76%
Regular 53% Regular 23%
Poor 30% Poor 1%
Condition Shoulders Condition Shoulders
Good 12% Good 90%
Regular 55% Regular 10%
Poor 33% Poor 0%
Condition Safety Condition Safety
Good 15% Good 100%
Regular 50% Regular
Poor 35% Poor
Condition Vertical Signal. Condition Vertical SignaL
Good 11% Good 96%
Regular 55% Regular 4%
Poor 34% Poor
Condition Horiz. Signal. Condition Horiz. Signal.
Good 10% Good 94%
Regular 60% Regular 5%
Poor 30% Poor 1%
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Users Opinion Survey

The following tables have been extracted from the Fourth Annual Reports on the Users
Expectations and Demands on the Toll Roads, prepared by Sofres IBOPE for the Corridor
Concessionaires Chamber.

Evaluation of the General Condition of the Roads
Evaluation 1991 1992 1993 1994

Positive 58.6% 67.8% 73.2% 73.0%
Regular 32.1% 23.9% 21.6% 19.7%

Negative 6.9% 7.9% 4.8% 6.6%
No Answer 0.4% 0.3% 0.4% 0.7%

Evaluation of the Toll SySTm
Evaluation 1991 1992 1993 1994

Positive 64.8% 70.0% 79.2% 86.6%
Regular 17.9% 16.6% 11.1% 8.4%

Negative 15.3% 9.7% 7.6% 7.4%
No Answer 2.9% 3.7% 2.1% 1.6%

Evolution of the Road Condition sin tI m ti of the Program
Much better than before 49.0%
Somewhat better than before 39.4%
Same as before 7.7%
Worse than before 1.4%
No Answer 2.5%

Compratve mag (Tll Radsvs.Govrnmnt aintained Roads)
1991 1992 1993 1994

Toll Roads Better Gov. Maint. 65.2% 77.3% 75.6% 80.3%
No Significant Difference 26.3% 16.1% 15.1% 11.1%
Gov. Maint.Better Toll Roads 1.1% 0.5% 0.8% 0.5%
No Answer 7.5% 6.1% 8.5% 8.1%
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BRAZIL: MAINTENANCE BY CONTRACT

1. Background

1.1 The Departamento Nacional de Estradas de Rodagem is the Brazilian Highway
Department responsible for the construction, maintenance and operation of the interstate
network in Brazil. It is directly responsible for some 52,000 km of paved roads and

16,000 km of unpaved roads. There are some 200,000 km of local state roads under the
jurisdiction of the State Highway Departments and 1.25 million km of municipal roads and
streets maintained by the municipal authorities. The DNER has a long tradition of
contract maintenance but this type of maintenance has only been gaining ground in the
State Highway Departments over the past five years. The DNER started the change to
contract maintenance back in the 70's largely on its own initiative whereas at State level
the has been forced upon management by external pressures including (i) restrictions
imposed on the Stated by the 1988 Constitution such as guaranteed employment stability

for public employees, legal procedures for recruitment and limits as how much of the State
budget can be spent on personnel; (ii) the DNER example; and (iii) recent encouragement
from the World Bank in loan agreements with individual states.

1.2 The slower rate of transfer to contract maintenance by the State Highway
Departments may also be attributed to (1) the lower percentage of paved roads in their
networks (less than 50%) as compared with the DNER (about 80%) hence the importance
attached to new paving works by the states vis a vis maintenance; (ii) the fact that force
account is more appropriate for unpaved roads with low traffic volumes; and (iii) the
phenomena whereby in some of the less developed states, public employment is still
considered unofficially as part of the social security network.

1.3 This paper is mainly restricted to the DNER experience.

2. The Maintenance by Contract System

A. Genesis

2.1 Until 1970, the routine and periodic maintenance of federal highways was done by
the DNER with its own personnel and equipment. At that time, deficiencies in
maintenance accumulated over 20 years of priority to new construction had seriously
damaged the network. Factors which contributed to this situation are (i) the major
expansion of the network to open up empty regions in the Mid West and North of Brazil;
(ii) the paving of existing earth and gravel roads; (iii) the enormous increase in the vehicle
fleet following the implantation of the domestic automobile industry in the late 50s.

2.2 Force account was not working satisfactorily and the Government was reluctant
to increase the number of public employees given the lack of flexibility in public service
legislation for the admission, relocation and firing of personnel plus complex bureaucratic
procedures for the timely purchase of equipment, spare parts and materials. On the other
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hand, experience with private contractors had been successful in new construction and
paving works and these companies exerted pressure for ever increasing amounts of work.
At the DNER level, the decision was not based on cost considerations or lack of funding
since at that time the DNER received revenues from fuel and transport taxes and vehicle
licensing fees and was one of the most powerful of all the Government agencies.

2.3 In 1971, the DNER started efforts to: (i) start contracting some routine
maintenance; (ii) reorganize and strengthen the remaining force account work; and (iii)
adopt a third form of maintenance, that is the delegation of routine maintenance on some
federal highways to the State Highway Departments through Delegated Maintenance
Covenants.

B. Initial Problems

2.4 The move away from force account work resulted in the under utilization of some
field staff, equipment and installations although this surplus should not be overemphasized
since one of the main reasons behind the move was precisely a shortage of these factors.

2.5 Labor. There was a ban on new recruitment which has lasted until the present
time with a few temporary exceptions in the 1980s a small number of engineering and
administrative staff was recruited, later the DNER absorbed redundant workers from the
state company created to build the Rio-Niteroi Bridge, recently some administrative
employees have been transferred from other Government departments and the end of 1994
the DNER held a public examination to recruit a few engineers.

2.6 The fact is that the number of DNER employees has fallen from some 27,000 in
1970 to less than 8,000 today (some 7,000 of this reduction is due to the transfer of the
Highway Police form the DNER to the Ministry of Justice in the early 90s). This
reduction in staff was obtained essentially through retirement. Such a policy has the
advantages of avoiding hardship but leads to an aging staff profile and a lack of new blood
to support changes and modernization. At no time was there a massive transfer of staff to
other Regions and in 1990 many DNER employees in Rio obtained legal protection to
avoid compulsory removal to the new headquarters in Brasilia. This lack of staff in
Brazilian a surplus in Rio is still a problem today although it will gradually diminish
through early retirement procedures in force in the public service.

2.7 Equipment. In the 1970s when contract maintenance was introduced, much of the
DNER equipment was for earthworks of limited use for maintaining paved roads. A lot of
this heavy equipment was transferred to the North after overhaul in Rio to maintain
pioneering roads (the Trans-Amazon Highway and the Northern ring road along the
Brazilian border). Later when the shortage of DNER operations became acute, some
equipment was leased to contractors on the condition that they deduct the depreciation
and interest from their unit prices and maintain the equipment in good working order. In
1987-8, small amounts of new equipment was acquired for the North Region. Today
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virtually all remaining DNER highway equipment is obsolete and the former Highway
Equipment Division has been closed.

2.8 Installations. The Field Residency structure remains basically the same as 20 years
ago but is now responsible for supervising maintenance rather than doing it directly.
Some of the Residencies still have laboratories and workshops but these are no longer
operational due to staff shortages.

C. Training received by DNER staff to prepare and mana2e maintenance contracts

2.9 In the 1970s and 1980s the DNER conducted courses on Highway Maintenance
Management (the Sistema Administrativo de Conserva) in all the Regions of Brazil. This
system was based on work by foreign consultants and covered all aspects of planning,
budgeting, monitoring and cost accounting of routine maintenance. It was essentially
aimed at force account work although it served as a basis for controlling contract
maintenance since many of the planning and monitoring elements are common to both
systems. Recently, various courses have been held on pavement and bridge management,
basics of micro-computing and specific topics of highway technology.

2.10 Furthermore, the DNER did not move directly into unit price maintenance
contracts. Much experience had been acquired by the DNER personnel on inspection
procedures and dealings with contractors in new construction and paving works; also
contract maintenance started with cost plus type contracts wherein contractors were paid
by man and equipment hours plus any materials used. This system is not so different form
force account work with which the old employees were familiar hence there was plenty of
time for the learning process. Since 1986, all maintenance contracts are based on unit

prices.

D. The transition to Maintenance by Contract

2.11 History. Federal highways were maintained by DNER personnel and equipment
until it became impossible to meet the needs. A stalemate developed forcing a choice
between

(a) increasing the "in house" maintenance structure to an
unprecedented size by hiring more people and purchasing new
equipment and plant and;

(b) contracting out maintenance with the private sector.

The DNER selected the latter course and contract maintenance was introduced
from 1970 onwards.

2.12 This tendency had already happened with new construction and was gradually
extended to many other activities; that is, hiring of consulting firms for feasibility studies,
engineering design, construction supervision and finally technical assistance in planning
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and research. The move was facilitated by a well organized contracting industry and a
central government relatively immune to political pressure for increasing direct public
employment.

2.13 In the first year (1970), contract maintenance covered 1,961 Km of paved roads in
six states, through 18 contracts; by 1973 it had increased to 5,764 Km. This slow build up
facilitated the transition process and supplied a basis for rapidly accelerating the program
thereafter. However, it was from 1980 onwards with the change over from "cost plus" to
payment by "unit prices" that contract maintenance began to dominate other forms of
maintenance (delegated and force account).

2.14 Types of Contract. The first type of contract used by the DNER was the so called
"Cost plus Contracts" whereby the contractor rented out and administered labor,
equipment and materials leaving the Residencies with the responsibility of organizing
work. They were designed to overcome bureaucratic problems associated with force
account work and permit the timely supply of resources. The Contractor was paid by
rates per man hour and for the cost of equipment and materials plus a markup to cover
profit and overhead. This system required a specific DNER supervisory structure for
control and checking equipment and man hours.

2.15 With the intuit of reducing costs and relieving the growing burden on shrinking
Residency staff, in 1979 the DNER started using unit price contracts based on a World
Bank recommendation. In these contracts, payment is tied to the work effectively finished
which implies a fundamental change in the relation of responsibilities and tasks between
the DNER and the Contractor. Only three of 264 maintenance contracts in 1981 used the
new system. However, the results coupled with the experience acquired in the preparation
of a Price Table and through the "Maintenance Management System" led the DNER to
eliminate cost plus contracts completely by 1986.

2.16 The advantages of unit price over cost plus contracts is an incentive to greater
productivity and the simplification of supervision. If a contractor exceeds the hourly
production rates admitted in the price composition, while maintaining the same quality
with less inputs, he earns additional profit. At the same time, the quantities of work
measured are compared with those previously planned and budgeted.

2.17 In unit price contracts, the management function of the Contractor are increased,
freeing DNER staff for more technical activities of planning, task identification and
scheduling, quality control, work measurement and verifying bill payments.

E. Planning, Budeeting, Tendering, Supervision and Administration of
Maintenance

2.18 The Administrative Structure. The Headquarters of the DNER is responsible for
planning, design, contracting, budgeting, payment to contractors and overall supervision.
They are located in Brasilia. There is a Federal Highway District in each state (Distritos
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Rodoviarios Federais) which is subdivided into Field Residencies. These Field Residencies
normally consist of a Resident Engineer and one Assistant Engineer plus drivers,
watchmen, a few manual and administrative employees. In the past, many Field
Residencies maintained mechanical workshops for equipment and vehicle repairs,
carpenter shops and stores. They were also in charge of the administrative support for the
highway police but the responsibility for the latter has now been transferred from the
DNER (Ministry of Transport) to the Ministry of Justice as part of the Federal Police. In
practice, the Field Residencies have now been reduced to a small staff and their
installations and few remaining items of plant are mere reminders of the past. Hardly any
of them continue to perform field work by force account and they task is mainly to plan
and supervise the work of contractors and deal with localized problems such as illegal use
of the right of way and controlling access rights, accident reports and some inspectorate
responsibilities over freight and passenger transport companies. The length of the
highway network controlled by each Field Residency varies considerably based on
historical rather than current logistics. Some of the residencies near the capitals are
responsible for less than 200 km compared with more than 800 Km in the Mid West and
North. On average, the length of highway subordinated to each Residency is about 400
Km.

2.19 At the DNER headquarters, traditionally, the term maintenance in the DNER
covered routine maintenance, emergency repairs, rehabilitation and upgrading. Until
1990, the Maintenance Directorate was divided into three operating divisions as follows:

1. The Division of Conservation charged with routine maintenance and
emergency works.

2. The Rehabilitation and Improvements Division, responsible for pavement
overlays, strengthening, reconstruction and improvements.

3. The Equipment Division which was responsible for overhauling major road
equipment and installations.

2.20 In 1990, as part of the administrative reform, the Headquarters of the DNER was
moved from Rio de Janeiro to Brasilia and all design, construction and maintenance
activities placed under the control of a new powerful Directorate of Engineering which
replaced the former Directorates of Maintenance and Works and took over the design
activities of the former Directorate of Planning. The former Division of Conservation has
been renamed the Maintenance Division. The Division of Rehabilitation and
Improvement Works continues and the Roads Equipment Division has been extinguished.
This Roads Equipment Division was the last of the force account "blue collar" field-
related activities of the DNER - it had formerly overhauled major items and its closure
signaled the end of all force account maintenance activities.
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2.21 Current Situation. The current situation is as follows:
* Routine maintenance and emergency repairs is under the responsibility of the

Maintenance Division. (Part of the Engineering Directorate)

* Rehabilitation and Improvement Works continue as the responsibility of the
Rehabilitation and Improvements Division. (Also part of the Engineering
Directorate)

* Pavement marking is contracted through the Directorate of Highway Operations.
The reason for this apparent anomaly is that back in the 1980s the pavement
marking of many federal highways was substandard and the DNER created a
special pavement marking program to eliminate the backlog and obtained finance
from the World Bank for this purpose. The program was placed under the
responsibility of the Directorate of Highway Operations and vested interests
(internal influence areas, pressures from various specialized pavement marking
companies and resources from the World Bank) have perpetuated this situation
until today.

2.22 In 1994, a new Group was created, subordinated to the Directorate of Highway
Operations, called the Programa de Concessao de Rodovias Federais - PROCOFE (The
Program for Privatizing Federal Highways). This Group is responsible for planning,
putting out for bids and contracting concessions with the private sector for improvement
and maintenance of major federal roads. Bidding procedures for 850 Km of dual multi-
lane federal highways are in progress. Salient points of these concessions, as incorporated
in the bidding documents, are as follows:

* Period of the concession - 20 years
* Three step bidding process (Pre-qualification - PHASE I, Technical proposal - PHASE

II and Price Proposal - PHASE III). Each bidder presents his technical proposal in
Phase II for improving and maintaining the road section in question according to broad
guidelines set-up by the DNER. The Judging Commission then analyses each technical
proposal and draws up a consolidated technical program for which the bidders are then
invited to submit a price proposal in Phase III.

* In Phase III (the Price Proposal), the lowest base tariff wins - that is the toll rate for
private cars. The rates for buses and trucks based on axle and the wheel configuration
are fixed as multiples of the base rate by the DNER in the bidding documents.
However, bidders must also show their traffic projections, sources of finance, cost and
cash flow projections and estimated rate of return. Tariffs are subject to annual price
readjustment procedures based on inflation and a revision of the tariff whenever it can
be proven that the financial feasibility of the concession is in danger, major items of
additional work have been necessary or significant changes in the law affecting their
price has occurred. A failure of actual traffic volumes to reach the projected volumes
is one of the risks which bidders must agree to accept.

* The DNER stipulates a minimum program to be completed before, tolls can be
charged to users. The DNER has also fixed an initial maximum rate for the base toll
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rate based on the expected benefits to future users rather than amortization
considerations. The Bidding Documents also specify fines for non-compliance by the
concessionaire with pre-determined performance targets.

2.21 To date, the DNER has announced the results of three concessions. The
concession for the Rio-Niteroi Bridge, the BR 290/BR Freeway in Rio Grande do Sul and
a maintenance contract also for Grande do Sul. However, all three bids are facing legal
contestation which has slowed down the whole program. On February 13th, the President
of Brazil sanctioned a new law on public service concessions to the private sector which
should remove future legal obstacles and put the whole program on a sounder basis.

F. Scope of the Contract

2.22 The maintenance contracts cover all aspects of routine maintenance (patching,
cleaning drainage facilities, grass cutting, repairs to road signs and fences, etc) and
emergency works. Overlays or the sealing of major lengths of pavement are not covered
by these contracts. The initial contract is for one year renewable up to a maximum of five
years. It is common to allow up to 10% of the contract to be used for day work rates
(payment by man/equipment hour) for emergency works.

2.23 Over the past four years, the DNER has introduced a. hybrid type of contract for
emergency pavement repairs (mainly resealing). These contracts are limited to a maximum
of US$15,000 per km as an average for the whole section with a maximum in any given
segment of US$ 25,000 per km (sometimes using rehabilitation funds for this purpose).
This system was introduced as a holding operation in face of the poor performance of the
normal rehabilitation contracts and as a way to obtain additional budgetary allocations for
the DNER. The World Bank even financed some of this work. However, this system is
considered as an anomaly by many engineers and unlikely to continue for any length of
time.

2.24 In 1994, 13,818 km of paved roads were subject to this emergency program over
and up the normal routine maintenance contracts.

G. Contract Preparation and Documentation

2.25 The DNER has a series of technical specification and a Manual on Maintenance
procedures which date back for many years and are now in need of revision. It also has a
price table covering some 90 items of routine maintenance, performance standards and the
composition (labor, materials, equipment and transport) and the theoretical productivity.

2.26 The bill of quantities issued with the bidding documents is based on the highway
inventory and frequency estimates for each task. A work plan is also included in the
bidding documents indicating the order in which work should be attacked in accordance
with local conditions. These elements are based on survey information by the Resident
Engineer.
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2.27 The formal aspects of the bidding document is a computerized standard for most
DNER services - a copy is attached below in Portuguese. In fact, the format of this
document has been strongly influenced by World Bank procedures.

H. Payment Provisions

2.28 Payment is by unit price for work certified by the DNER Resident Engineer. All
payments are processed at the DNER headquarters in Brasilia although the measured bill
of quantities are sent to Brasilia via computer terminal. The system blocks measurement
of any item wherein the accumulated quantity of work done exceeds that in the contract.

2.29 The unit prices are those proposed by the successful bidder, that is who bid the
lowest evaluated total price. These unit prices include all labor, equipment and materials
with the exception of asphalt, asphalt emulsion and reflective material for horizontal signs.
Asphalt/emulsion is paid for according to the quantities used in each mixture plus a
markup and the prices are regulated by the Government. Transport is paid according to a
formula and the distance actually involved between the source and the work site.

2.30 At first, the whole contract was based on day work cost plus system. When unit
prices contracts were introduced in the late 1980s, all materials were paid separately based
on - the purchase invoice plus a contractors markup - this system was considered
inflationary since it did not encourage purchasing economies. Now all materials except for
asphalt and expensive reflection tape for signing, as mentioned above, are included in the
contractors bid.

2.31 Delays in payment to contractors are common especially at the end of the year due
to DNER cash flow problems although following the introduction of the Real (R$) and
low inflation, the effect of these delays is less harmfiul to contractors than it was just a
short time ago when inflation was running at 20% a month.

I. Evolution of Kilometers of Road Maintained by Contract

2.32 The development of the three forms of routine maintenance (contract, delegated
and force account) over the past 20 years is shown below

Table 1: Amount of Road Kin) per Maintenance Type_
Year Contract Maint. Delegated Maint. Force Account
1974 11,925 20,000 29,440
1979 24,196 23,224 12,983
1985 35,174 21,747 7,711
1990 39,022 11,333 -
1994 43,470 11,184
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2.33 It will be observed that the total length of all three forms of maintenance
(1994=54,655 kin) is less than the total length of the DNER network (1994=68,000 kin).
The difference represents sections with ongoing paving works, sections with
bidding/contracting/delegating procedures in progress and, mostly, unpaved roads with no
formal maintenance. The DNER sometimes uses contractors on other road sections for

eventual emergency repairs on the sections not covered by formal maintenance contracts.
However, all paved roads (51,612 km) are fully covered by maintenance contracts or
delegation covenants. All the main trunk roads are maintained by contract and the
delegation program is restricted to roads of regional interest. A list of the extension and
number of contracts involved in each highway District is presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Number of Maintenance Contracts
State Length No. of Contracts

Contracted (Km)
Amazonas 1,226.20 6
Para 3,063.30 20
Ceard 316.40 13
Pernambuco 1,789.70 23
Bahia 3,266.60 13
Minas Gerais 5,286.10 57
Rio de Janeiro 729.80 19
Sao Paulo 795.90 8
Parana 2,948.60 19
Rio Grande do Sul 5,254.30 33
Mato Grosso 3,212.50 28
Goias 3,708.20 26
Paraiba 1,009.10 8
R. Grande Norte 965.50 5
Maranhao 1,713.00 15
Santa Catarina 1,987.90 19
Espirito Santo 909.30 5
Piaui 1,101.70 5
Mato Grosso do Sul 3,132.40 20
Alagoas 739.30 4
Sergipe 315.90 3
(1/) 11,184.50 26

Total (2/ 54.655.20 375

1/ Length of routine maintenance delegated to the State Highway Departments and the Army
2/ Of this total, 51,612 km are paved roads and 3,043 km are unpaved roads

2.34 The first contracts for maintenance (early 1970s) were restricted to short sections,
on average about 80 km; the same contracts included improvement works as well as
periodic and routine maintenance. When studies showed that larger contracts would
permit economies of scale and lower prices, the DNER decided to increase their size
reaching an average of 270 km per contract in 1985. With the passage of time, practice
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showed it more convenient to contract one company for all the highway sections under the
jurisdiction of a field residency, up to a limit of 400 km. This made it possible for
contractors to concentrate resources and reduce fixed costs making contract
administration more flexible for the DNER and more profitable for the companies.
Furthermore, the simultaneous presence of more than one contractor in the same field
residency had caused administrative problems. Unfortunately, the average length of
contracts has now been reduced to about 150 km due to political pressure.

J. Cost per kilometer per type of Work

2.35 The Maintenance Division of the DNER works with a theoretical cost of R$ 3,767
per km year (now about US$4,200). However, due to budget shortfalls actual
expenditures have only averaged about US$ 2,000 over the past ten years for both
delegated and contract maintenance - although, normally in times of financial crisis, the
cutback affects the delegation program more than the contract maintenance since the latter
covers the main trunk roads.

2.36 In order to control the public deficit, over the past few years the Treasury has
assigned to the DNER considerably less funds than those approved by Congress. This
shortage of funds has led to a low down of the rehabilitation program and a fall in
maintenance standards - in an attempt to redress this situation, the DNER has resorted to
emergency pavement recuperation using code names such SOS Highways and Operacao
San Cristovao (St. Christopher is the patron saint of travelers). Some of the funds for
these emergency programs have been diverted from the rehabilitation program but no
detailed statistics are available at this time.

K. Evolution of the Maintenance Budet

2.37 A breakdown of the DNER budget between 1978 and 1994 is presented in Table
3. Some of the funds for emergency pavement recuperation has been diverted from the
rehabilitation program.

L. Advantages of Maintenance by Contract

2.38 No conclusive evidence on the cost advantage of contract maintenance as
compared with maintenance by force account is available form the Brazilian federal
network. In the early 1980s the DNER created five model Residencies to fine-tune force
account work but the initiative did not last long. In 1987, attempts were made to
appropriate costs for force account work in the North Region but results were
disappointing. One of the difficulties with force account was finding how much it actually
costs given the question of overhead, the accounting practice of writing off equipment and
spare parts as capital expenditure and, the high rates of inflation in Brazil at that time.
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Table 3: Evolution of DNER Budget (Mill. of 1994 US$)
Categories 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1qS8 1990 1992 1994
EXPENDITURES
Investment 1,166 984 663 463 733 1213 544 1,038 432

Road Rehabilitation 200 261 120 131 315 499 378 520 212
Signal. Maint. 300 177 85 75 127 168 66 92 51
Pavem. Maint. 462 375 339 199 170 501 52 400 137
Project Studies 35 23 5 1 3 6 1 5 32
Others 169 148 114 57 118 39 47 21

Debt Service 682 496 291 372 343 476 264 93 134
Misc. Charges 583 446 98 65 72 116 84 39 59
Personnel 204 183 178 107 145 253 519 114 125
Other Capital Exp. 1,005 659 106 12 1 -- -- -- --

Total 3.640 2.768 1.336 1 019 1.294 2..058 1.411 1.284 750
FINANCING
Ordinary Allocation 80 328 990 622 996 1,980 1,273 1,196 N/A
Own Resources 146 106 51 32 22 26 13 7 NIA
National Hwy. Fund 1,350 712 - -- -- -- - - N/A
Credit Institutions 398 372 92 164 166 51 14 81 N/A

IBRD 29 19 40 164 98 28 N/A
IDB -- -- -- -- 68 51 14 53 N/A
Others 369 353 52 -- -- N/A

Special Programs 107 140 153 174 77 - 76 N/A
Other Financing 1,559 1,110 50 27 33 1 35 N/A

N/A
Totals 3,640 2268 1236 1.019 1.294 2.058 1.411 1.284 N/A

2.39 Evidence suggest that contract maintenance is cheaper because it is more
productive, that is, better able to combine scarce resources. A 1986-87 DNER Equipment
Study revealed that:
* Only 26% of the DNER equipment was working more than 720 hours per year,

compared with rates of over 1,000 hours per year for most items in the maintenance
contractors price composition. The same study also revealed a fifth of the equipment
was in maintenance or awaiting spare parts.

* A heavy concentration of field personnel in administrative and support tasks
(watchmen, storemen, cleaners) and few equipment operators, mechanics and manual
workers along the road side.

A higher percentage of roads in poor condition in the Residencies using force account.

2.40 The main reason for this state of affairs is lack of flex[bility. Public service
regulation make it difficult to transfer personnel and equipment between residencies,
procurement procedures act against the ready and economic supply of materials and spare
parts and the wage structure makes payment by results impossible. It is common in many
developing countries to see vehicles and equipment in the yards of the highway
departments with various components missing due to the practice of "cannibalizing" parts
to keep at least a few units operational.
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2.41 Furthermore, in Brazil public servants have full employment. The changes of
restructuring and simplifying public service legislation meets tremendous political
pressure.

2.42 Contract maintenance in the DNER has stood the test of time and continued to
grow through all the financial crises of recent years whereas force account and most
delegated maintenance have not lived up to expectations. Today, few people if any in the
federal highway sector would support a return to major force account work. On the
contrary, the Ministry of Transportation is going a step further in the other direction with
more operational independence for the private sector by the introduction of maintenance
concessions reimbursed by tolls on some high type facilities. In this system, the
concessionaire has to meet predetermined performance standards to continue collecting
tolls independently of actual quantities of work involved.

2.43 However, a qualification is necessary. Under some circumstances where
productivity is not so important as a permanent presence - fore example on unpaved roads
in the North Region with low traffic volumes, much of the work is to keep the road open
following heavy rains, the quantities and regularity of the work are not really suitable to
make the work financially rewarding for a contractor especially since there are no
complementary local facilities to rely upon such as readily available local labor force,
material retailers or mechanical workshops. Here in these pioneering regions, no
alternative exists to a string and permanent sector force account organization and one of
the reasons why the DNER built up its equipment fleet and personnel in the distant past
was because it was a pioneer in remote areas where there was a need for self sufficiency.
However, today the need has transferred this role to the Brazilian Army which now
maintains many roads in the North Region under a maintenance covenant.

M. Disadvantages of Maintenance by Contract

2.44 Force account work, that is with DNER personnel and equipment, was largely
included in the current account budget whereas funds for maintenance by contract are
included in the investment account. This investment account is subject to all kinds of
pressures and routine maintenance tends to have weak defenses in preserving its share of
the funds. The pressure comes from politicians to include pet regional construction or
upgrading projects in the budget on route through Congress, the Finance Minister to slow
down the release of authorized budget funds to avoid deficits between projected tax
revenues and major construction companies that exert more influence to have their bill
settled quickly than do smaller maintenance companies.

2.45 It must also be admitted that in most countries, dealing with contractors also
brings a strong possibility of corruption.
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3. Future Tendencies

3.1 The Government of Fernando Henrique Cardoso has announced its intention to
submit various proposals for amending the 1988 Constitution to Congress. These
proposals include (a) liberalizing the telecommunications and oil monopolies to facilitate
the participation of the private sector, ending restrictions on foreign owned Brazilian
registered companies (mainly in the mining sector); (b) major changes to the social
security system; and (c) simplifying the tax system. Details of the proposals on the tax
system are still being negotiated with state and municipal authorities. However, five
tendencies seem clear

1. greater participation by the private sector in areas formerly dominated by state
companies (energy, transport and communication)

2. the end of discrimination against foreign owned companies legally registered in Brazil;
3. more decentralization of some existing federal activities since the states are unlikely to

give up their existing proportion of tax revenues;
4. tighter control on public service spending;
5. in the highway field, a renewed emphasis on duplication and upgrading works

following negotiations with the Inter American Development Bank to finance the
duplication of the 500 km long federal road between Belo Horizonte and Sao Paulo
and the 670 km long corridor between Sao Paulo and Florianopolis. This will affect
the funds available for maintenance.

3.2 As yet, there are no new of any pressure group being set up to lobby for increased
fuel taxes or other revenue for the federal highway network, as in fact happened prior to
the 1994 frustrated attempt to reform the Constitution. Under the circumstances, the
privatization of the upgrading works, overlays and routine maintenance on major federal
four-lane highways should gather momentum.

3.3 Contract maintenance on the two-lane highways of the core network will continue.
Efforts to improve DNER contract maintenance procedures may be -expected. These
include greater emphasis on the pavement management system, the incorporation of
routine maintenance and rehabilitation works into the same contract thereby offering
contractors greater flexibility in the use of their equipment and programming their
services.

3.4 The delegation program will continue although the current Minister of
Transportation has announced his intention of revising the National Highway Plan and
transferring some of the current federal highways to the states. In fact, over the past three
years the DNER has been drawing up plans to revise this Highway Plan thereby reducing
its network and had many discussions with state Secretaries of Transport. Little practical
progress has been made and there is still likely to be political opposition since the states
and federal deputies are unlikely to willingly give up the benefits of federal money for
many of what are really local and regional roads. One of the current ideas is to
incorporate conditions in the delegation covenants whereby the local beneficiary state is
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obliged to support legislation to actually transfer the highways concerned over to the
sates.

3.5 Practically all DNER maintenance work by force account is ended and there is not
current prospects of any return to this system.
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CHILE: MAINTENANCE BY CONTRACT

A. ROAD NETWORK

1. The functional classification and characteristics of the road network under the
responsibility of the Direccion de Vialidad (Roads Directorate, DV) is presented in Tables
1 and 2. After an unsuccessful attempt to decentralize maintenance of local networks to
the municipalities in the early 1980s, DV is again responsible for all 79,423 km of roads.

Table 1: Functional Classification and Surface Type of the Road Network
Classification Paved Gravel Earth Total Total

Traffic
(%)

Basic Network 12.014 9.166 2.202 23.382 89.7
- National 5,460 1,150 0 6,610
- Regional Main 4,383 2,433 355 7,198
- Regional Second. 2,144 5,583 1,847 9,574

Local Network 937 23.072 32.032 56.041 10.3
- Primary 620 12,015 11,860 24,495
- Secondary 317 11,057 20,172 31,546

Total 12.951 32.238 34.234 79.423

Table 2: Condition by Surface Type of the"Road Network

Network/Surface Type Length % in Poor % in Fair % in Good
(km) Condition Condition Condition

Paved 12,951 18 30 52
Gravel 32,238 13 69 13
Earth 34,234 3 45 52

B. MAINTENANCE BUDGETS

2. Total expenditures in the road sector rose from US$175 million in :1985 to
US$425 million in 1995. The most relevant trend in the allocation of resources is the
rapid increase in the share of maintenance spending, which almost doubled from 29% of
road expenditures in 1985 to an average of 50% in the period 1986-95. This trend reflects
an explicit policy on the part of the Ministerio de Obras P-iblicas (Ministry of Public
Works; MOP) to correct an earlier bias toward new construction. Simultaneously, the
amount of maintenance performed by contractors has increased. While in 1986 only 33%
of maintenance was performed by contractors, by 1995, this number rose to 77%.
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Figure 1: Evolution of DV Expenditures
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C. MAINTENANCE BY CONTRACT

Genesis
3. Since the 1970s, Chile has been introducing market-oriented policies in the
economy and these changes have been the main drivers of reform within the MOP. As
part of these macroeconomic adjustments, the size of the public sector labor force was
substantially decreased. In the specific case of the DV, staffing was reduced by more than
half from 11,000 in the early 1970s to 4,700 in 1993. Similarly, the equipment fleet was
reduced to about 1,200 units in 1995 from about 2,300 in 1977. Furthermore, as part of
broader administrative changes, an unsuccessful attempt was made to transfer the
responsibility of the local network to the municipalities which lacked the adequate
resources (equipment and personnel) to perform the works. As a result of this
decentralization experiment, the network deteriorated and the DV made the decision in the
late 1980s to reassume the administration of the entire network. Consistent with free-
market policies, the DV moved into maintenance by contract to implement the changes
necessary to reverse this deterioration process.

Initial Contracting Experience

4. During the 1980s, most of the maintenance by contract was concentrated in the
area of periodic maintenance using traditional short-term unit price contracts based on
predetermined bill of quantities for execution of selected maintenance operations on
specific roads. Between 1986 and 1989, the First Integral Plan of Road Conservation and
Improvement was implemented. This was the first comprehensive plan that incorporated
the two characteristics that have allowed Chile to substantially improve the conditions of
its road network: a) an increased emphasis on road maintenance over construction; and b)
reliance on private contractors to conduct most of this road maintenance. Since then, as
the role of private contractors expand, new contractual arrangements have been developed
to reflect fully the new roles that contractors play.
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New Contractual Arrangements

5. New types of contracts have been developed since the early 1990s as the
importance of private contractors in road maintenance expands. Some of these
arrangements are geared towards increasing the interest of private sector companies in
routine maintenance activities as opposed to their more traditional role in periodic
maintenance. Others seek to expand contractor involvement into the overall construction
and management of road networks.

(a) Concessions: Involve the construction of new roads or major
improvements of existing ones plus all the maintenance activities required
to keep the roads at a pre-determined level of service. Concessions are
awarded for a 20 year period on average and tolls are collected. The first
concession project was a 10 km road section involving a tunnel (El Tunel
del Mel6n). Currently, approximately 440 km of roads are under
construction and another 1,500 km are under study or at different stages in
the bidding process;

(b) Level of Service Contracts (Contratos por Nivel de Servicio): These
contracts normally include, in addition to maintenance activities, the
rehabilitation and improvement of the network under contract. They are
used mainly on the Basic Network and some parts of the Primary Local
Network.. About 200 to 300 km of roads are included in the contract and
its duration varies between 3 years for unpaved roads and 5 years for paved
roads. The implementation of this system was delayed due to the need to
explain to the Contraloria General, the institution that controls public
contracts, the characteristics of this new system. Two contracts covering
approximately 750 km of road are in the final stages of the bidding process
under this system;

(c) Comprehensive Conservation Contracts (Contratos de Conservacion
Global): These are one year contracts for the routine and some periodic
maintenance activities of a predetermined network. Subsequent contracts
could be extended to two years. Approximately forty unit price contracts
of this type were signed in 1995 covering approximately 16,500 km of all
road types (Basic: 7,600 km; Primary Local: 6,000 km; Secondary Local:
2,900 km). Contracts were reasonably large in order to attract the private
sector to routine maintenance activities and to move away from the
traditionally small contracts which may become administratively
unmanageable in numbers; and

(d) Programa de Inversion Sectorial de Asignacion Regional (ISAR) - Roads
to be maintained being selected by the regions. The selection criteria
includes: roads (including bridges) should be from the Local Secondary
network; works are directed to maintaining roads passable all year; works
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to be done on existing roads; selection of roads to be maintained should be
coordinated with other rural development initiatives.

6. Three regions of the country are currently experimenting with the used of Road
Corporations (Corporaciones Viales), non-profit corporation created by partnerships
between the DV, which provides equipment and technical assistance, and regional
administrations and the private sectors which provide finding. These corporations
concentrate mainly on the maintenance of local roads that are of special economic or
social impact.

Administrative Framework

7. The DV assigns priorities based a six-year plan. In the specific case of periodic
and routine maintenance, these plans are drafted based on analysis obtained from
simulation models such as HDM.

& To participate in the process of public bidding, a company must be registered in the
General Register of Contractors and must follow all the other directives specified in the
Reglamento para Contratos de Obras Pfiblicas. The Register is divided between a
Register of Major Works which is applies to the entire country and a Register of Minor
Works, which exists separately for each region. Most of the maintenance contracts enter
within the latter category.

9. Once contracts are assigned, supervision is conducted by an inspector, Inspector
Fiscal, who, depending on the size of the contract, may also use the services of
supervision consultants. Occasional problems resulting from defective bid documentation
or inaccurate cost estimates have been solved expeditiously by the supervision. Isolated
cases of inexperienced contractors have been overcome through assistance by the
supervision teams during work execution. Only a few contracts have been canceled.

10. Contractors are paid monthly based on inspection of the works executed during
that period and after the contractor has submitted a Estado de Pagos, an invoice reflecting
the work completed within the last month. The DV must pay within 30 days of the
submission of these statements or otherwise adjust payments to reflect the delay. In
practice, DV pays in much shorter periods, with most payments made within a week of the
submission of the Estado de Pagos.

Conclusions and Future Direction

11. Chile's experience with MBC as an integral part of a comprehensive maintenance
plan has successfully improved the condition of the road network to make it one of the
better maintained in LAC. In the next few years, DV's main policy is to gradually move to
Level of Service Contracts to conduct all maintenance by contract in the basic network
and the primary local network. This new type of contract requires qualified personnel that
can supervise them. The development of these supervisory skills by training staff is one of
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the main challenges facing DV as it continues to expand the role of maintenance by
contract.
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COLOMBIA: USE OF MICROENTERPRISES IN ROUTINE ROAD
MAINTENANCE

A. Background

1. The use of microenterprises (microempresas de mantenimiento) in Colombia for
routine maintenance activities, was initiated in 1984 by the Ministerio de Obras Publicas
y Transporte (MOPT), with the assistance of the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP), and three other government agencies (Departamento Nacional de Planeacion,
DNP, Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Cooperativas, DANCOOP, and
Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje, SENA). The need for a new road maintenance
system was prompted by the limited success MOPT was experiencing with the
traditional way of maintenance by force account, where all activities are carried out by
MOPT's staff using MOPT-owned or rented equipment; with the concept of lengthman
under which a laborer is contracted to maintain permanently up to 5 km of road; and
with the contracting of specific maintenance activities, not necessarily of routine nature,
with small contractors.

2. In addition to the objective of improving the execution of maintenance activities,
the creation of the microenterprises had the following specific social objectives: (i) to
employ and train non-qualified labor to improve their standard of living particularly in
the rural areas; (ii) to eliminate intermediaries in the contracting of this type of work to
provide stable employment with a reasonable pay; and (iii) to integrate the communities
in the execution of government programs.

B. WHAT IS A MICROENTERPRISE?

3. Is a cooperative-type grouping of 11 to 15 members to carry out routine
maintenance activities on approximately 50 km of road under an annual contract with
the government (initially with the MOPT and following the transformation of MOPT
into the Ministerio de Transporte in 1994, with the Instituto Naciomil de Vias, INV).
Its members are selected from communities along the road section to be maintained. To
carry out their activities, microenterprise members are provided with basic training on
technical, administrative, organizational and legal aspects of their work to help its
members in the transformation from laborers to small entrepreneurs with equal rights
and obligations.

C. WHO IS INVOLVED IN THE SELECTION, FORMATION AND TRAINING
OF THE MICROENTERPRISES?

4. The role of the UNDP was to finance the initial technical assistance required to
launch the program with special emphasis in the training of personnel; INV is the
contracting agency and provides on-the-job training and technical support, and materials
and supplies needed (asphalt, traffic signs and posts, uniforms, etc), and supervises the
execution of the works; SENA provides training, advisory services and technical
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assistance particularly in the areas organizational and administrative aspects; and
DANCOOP provides the legal and regulatory support requred. Microenterprises are
formed and trained by a group of promoters (promotores) who are professionals selected
and trained by the above government agencies. Normally, these professionals are
contracted for a period of five months and are assigned the responsibility of forming up
to six microenterprises during this period.

D. HOW HAS THE MICROENTERPRISE SYSTEM EVOLVED?

5. Twenty eight microenterprises were formed in 1984 with 340 members (an
average of 12 members per microenterprise) to maintain 1531 km. By 1992, there were
398 microenterprises with 4900 members maintaining 21,500 km of the trunk roads
(Table 1). These levels were maintained unaltered until 1995. The decentralization of
the national road network currently underway which involves the transfer to the state
governments (departamentos) of 8777 km of the 25,000 km of trunk roads, is creating
some uncertainty on the future of the microenterprises located on the transferred portion
of the network.

Table 1: The Evolution of the Microenterprises

Number of Direct Employment Kilometers % of Trunk
Year Microenterprises (# of Persons) Maintained Network

1984 28 340 1,531 6

1985 85 997 4,5.54 18

1986 127 1,431 6,820 27

1987 203 2,516 10,855 41

1988 268 3,308 14,485 56

1989 333 4,047 17,863 70

1990 361 4,440 19,500 76

1991 361 4.440 19,500 76

1992 398 4,900 21,500 84

1993 398 4,900 21.500 84

1994 398 4,900 21,500 84

1995 398 4900 21,500 84

19961 264 3,000 11,550 92

6. A number of changes have been introduced to the microenterprise program in
1996. First, the INV has entered into contract with 264 microenterprises to cover the
maintenance of its 11,550 km network; up to now, only a few departamentos have

1 The 1996 information is limited to the network under INV's responsibility.
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contracted the routine maintenance with the microenterprises (INV expects that the
departamentos will eventually contract with the microenterprises). Second, the position
of maintenance administrator (Administrador de Mantenimiento Vial) has been created
in the INV to supervise the microenterprises. Each administrator will be responsible for
the supervision of approximately 150 km or 3 microenterprises. Third, the number of
activities to be carried out by the microenterprises has been increased. And fourth,
work by microenterprises is measured and paid or fined in accordance with the
compliance with a set of maintenance performance indicators (attached).

E. HOW DOES THE COST OF MICROENTERPRISES COMPARES WITH
OTHER WAYS OF DOING MAINTENANCE

7. The INV has not undertaken an in-depth analysis and comparison of routine
maintenance unit costs by different modalities of execution. However, estimates
prepared by this study indicate that the microenterprise cost of approximately US$
800.00 per km-year in 1995 is said to compare favorably with other modalities (i.e.
contract and force account). Unfortunately, not sufficient data is available to confirm
the cost estimates particularly those of force account.

8. For 1996, the unit contract amounts have been increased to reflect the additional
maintenance activities and to take into account variations in the type of roads to be
maintained, their location and topographic and climatic conditions. The new cost per
km-year now ranges from US$850.00 to US$1,400.00.

F. ADDED BENEFITS OF THE MICROENTERPRISE MODEL

9. One significant benefit to the microenterprises model has been the involvement
of the microenterprises, mostly with the participation of family members, in income
generating activities other than road maintenance including the opening of community
stores and construction materials industry (bricks and concrete blocks), agriculture
related activities, and animal rearing.

G. TYPE OF CONTRACT AND SCOPE

10. Contracts with the INV have the following main characteristics:

(a) duration of one year;
(b) contract value per km-year is pre-established and depends on the type of

road;
(c) the minimum number of members is pre-established;
(d) work can not be subcontracted;
(e) up to three members can be temporarily replaced by non associated

laborers in the execution of the works;
(f) work program is prepared by the microenterprise and approved by the

INV;
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(g) INV pays monthly (1/12th of the contract amount) deducting from
payment over the life of the contract, advances given to the
microenterprises for the acquisition of basic tools established in the
contract or other needs related to the execution of the contract. Advances
can not exceed 20% of the value of the contract;

(h) the microenterprises must secure life insurance for its members and must
comply with all the laws under the labor code;

(i) the microenterprises must enroll in training programs offered by the INV;
(j) materials for road patching, traffic signs and posts are provided by the

INV in situ;
(k) microenterprises must provide the following guarantees in the form of a

bank guarantee or insurance policy: (i) 5 % cf the contract value with a
validity of 16 months (duration of contract plus four months) to cover
overall compliance with the contract; (ii) 50% of the advanced amount
with a validity of 16 months to cover such amount; and (iii) 5% of the
contract wit a validity of the duration of the contract plus three more
years to cover salaries, fringe and other benefits of the personnel used in
carrying out the contract;

(1) the INV is responsible for the supervision of the works; and
(m) fines are established for non-compliance.
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HONDURAS: MAINTENANCE BY CONTRACT EXPERIENCE

Road Network

1. The national road network of Honduras totals 14,200 km of all weather roads of
which 2500 are paved and 11,700 unpaved. Functionally, the network is classified into
Primary Roads (3,100 kin), Secondary Roads (2,500 kin), and Feeder Roads (8,600
kin). Except for the Northeastern part of the country (the Province of Gracias a Dios),
the remainder of the country is reasonably well served by the road network.

2. The decades of the 70s and the 80s experienced an increased emphasis on the
construction of roads at the expense of road maintenance activities. As a result of this
policy, the network deteriorated very rapidly to the point that by the end of the 80s
much of the network was in poor condition.

Problems

3. Honduras entered the 90s with the following problems:

(a) a poor organizational structure for road maintenance;
(b) slow administrative procedures;
(c) excessive staff numbers;
(d) lack of equipment
(e) insufficient budgetary allocations; and
(f) a road network in poor condition.

4. Organizational Structure. The 1990 maintenance organization was
responsible for the planning and the execution of road maintenance activities for the
entire network (100% by force account). The organizational structure of the
Maintenance Directorate (Direccion General de Conservacion de Carreteras y
Aeropuertos, DGCCA.) was inefficient (lack of planning, unclear responsibility levels,
poor communication channels, excessive staff numbers).

5. Administrative Procedures. The inefficiency of DGCCA's organization
together with slow procurement procedures caused undue delays in attending urgent
road maintenance needs. For instance, there were frequent work stoppages caused by
the lack of fuel and of spare parts and tires, and by delays in payment to workers.
Procurement of spare parts took up to six months to complete forcing frequent
cannibalization of equipment.

6. Staff. Staff numbers reached 5,100 in 1989 an increase of 25% from 1988.
This staff level consumed nearly 75% of the budget allocated to DGCCA. Unions
became very strong causing numerous work stoppages.
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7. Equipment. Forty three percent of the 1,200 pieces of equipment was non-
operational and of this 10-15% was scrap.

8. Budget. The budgetary allocations to road maintenance were insufficient in
part as a result of the excessive staff numbers. Staff salaries took up 75 % of the
budget. The budgetary allocation covered only 16% of the road maintenance
expenditure needs.

9. Road Condition. Inadequate maintenance levels led to the deterioration of the
road network. In 1990, about 25% of the paved road were in good condition compared
to about 60% in 1985.

Revised Maintenance Policy

10. The government administration that took over in 1990 immediately embarked
itself in a major overhaul of the road maintenance practices in Honduras. The major
actions were:

(a) set a program in motion to bring the main road network to a
"maintainable" level;

(b) reorganize the DGCCA and reduce staff levels;

(c) seek ways to involve the private sector in road maintenance operations;

(d) auction road maintenance equipment;

(e) speed up procurement and payment procedures;

(f) improve maintenance planning procedures including establishing
priorities for the network to be maintained; and

(g) establish a reliable and sustainable maintenance financing mechanism.

11. Rehabilitation of Main Road Network. Multilateral and bilateral funding,
including IDA and the IDB, has been used to rehabilitate the main road network.
Today, only 10% of the paved road network is in poor condition compared to 75% in
1990.

12. Reorganization of the DGCCA. The DGCCA was reorganized taking into
account that maintenance operations were to be privatized. Staff numbers were reduced
from 5100 in 1990 to the current level of about 880.

13. Involvement of the Private Sector in Maintenance Works. The country was
divided into 53 "sectores" each with an average of 250-300 km of roads. Sole-sourcing
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contracting procedures were used to select the contractors for the maintenance activities
in each of these sectores with a duration of one year. These contracts were paid with
local funds. Several of the contractors were former DGCCA employees released as
part of the reorganization process. The original idea was to call for bids for the next
cycle of contracts. The limited availability of funds, however, prevented the DGCCA
from contracting multi-year sector-wide maintenance operations. Current maintenance
activities are, to a large extent (80%), being financed with external funds.

14. Maintenance Equipment. As part of the privatization process, the remaining
maintenance equipment in the DGCCA, except for a small lot that will be kept by
DGCCA for emergency operations, was auctioned. This permitted the acquisition of
equipment by small contractors.

15. Payment Procedures to Contractors. With the cooperation of the Ministry of
Finance, a payment system was established expedite payment to contractors. Payment
was normally processed within 15 days after receiving the invoice. Prior to that,
payments could take up to six months to be processed.

16. Planning of Maintenance Activities. The HDM-III and other planning models
(CBT - Low Volume Roads Model) were introduced in DGCCA to improve the proper
allocation of funds.
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Mantenimiento Vial: Una Necesidad Nacional

DISTRIBUCION DE LA RED VIAL NACIONAL A
CARGO DE SECOPT

TOTAL 14200 Km

Pavimentada
2530 Km (18%)

No Pavimentada
11730 Km (82%)

ut

Condición CondiciónLBUENA 1200 Km (47%) BUENA 1700 Km (1s%)-
REGU LAR 650 Km (26%) REGULAR 3900 Km (26%)
MALA 250 Km (10%) MALA 5400 Km (46%)
EN OBRAS 430 Km (17%) EN OBRAS 1600 Km (13%) -

S. 0

Datos Diciembre de
1994



Mantenifinento Vial: Una Necesidad Nacional

PROBABLE LONGITUD VIAL TOTAL EN EL
PAIS (Km)

Red SECOPT 14.200 Km
Red no atendida Rural 5.800 Km
por SECOPT Urbana 4.000 Km
Total 24.000 Km (*)

(*) Por verificar.

ko



Mantenimiento Vial: Una Necesidad Nacional

Situación General
La red vial nacional a cargo de SECOPT está conformada por 14.200 Km. de los cuales 2.530
son pavimentados y 11.730 sin pavimentar, de acuerdo a la siguiente composición.

Carreteras
Vecinales
8700 Km

Carreteras
Primarias Carreteras

310 mSecundarias
2500 Km Puentes (1400) 2

14 Km (100.000) M

Distribución del trafico en via§'primarlas, secundarias y terciarías del país

Red vial Extensión de la red P. D. T. promedio Indice Utilización Porcentaje

................ .... . ,(VehmDía) Millas Ve.. Km.1.Día.%)
Primarios 3100 1500 4.65 73
Secundarios 2500 500 1.25 20
Vecinales 8700 50 0.43 7
Total 14200 6.33 100



Mantenimiento Vial: Una Necesidad Nacional

RED VIAL PAVIMENTADA DE HONDURAS
(2530 Km) RED A CARGO DE SECOPT

En Obras Malo

Secundarias 426 Km (17%) 260 Km (10%)

275 Km (11%)

Principales
2250 Km (89%) 1045 Km (26%) 1200 Km (47%)

Fuente UVP, Diciembre de 1994
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Presupuestos asignados a la D.G.C.C.A. (1989-1995)
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JAMAICA: ROUTINE MAINTENANCE- LENGTHMAN SYSTEM

A. The Road Network

I. Jamaica's road network consists of about 18,047 km of roads of which about
14,364 km are paved (80%). The network is well distributed over the entire island The
MVinistry of Works and Local Government is responsible for the administration of the
network, except for about 360 km of agricultural roads which are the responsibility of the
Ministry of Agriculture. Routine maintenance on the network is carried out by force
account for pothole patching and the removal of land slides. The remaining routine
maintenance activities, cutting of vegetation, cleaning of the drains, ditches and culverts
and removal of minor landslides, is carried out by the lengthman system. Periodic
maintenance is done by contract awarded through competitive bidding. Sometimes, the
preparatory activities prior to periodic maintenance such as pothole patching and
rehabilitation of structures are done by force account leaving the contractor responsible
for paving only. Rehabilitation and reconstruction are carried out either by contracts
awarded through the competitive tendering procedures or by petty contractors at fixed
rates. The subject of this annex is routine maintenance by the lengthman system.

B.,Genesis:

2. The lengthman system in Jamaica dates back to the 1950s and 1960s. In those
days, individuals were assigned to designated roads to perform routine activities and
ensure that the section of road was properly maintained. They were also used as
"runners" who advised the nearest Public Works Office of situations on their sections
which they could not handle and which needed special attention. these individuals were
known as Road Nurses.

3. The system was re-introduced in 1989 with funding for a pilot project using the
system. Also, with the interest shown by the IBRD and IDB, and particularly in respect of
the decision of lBRD to find routine maintenance, it was decided that the system should
be adopted and implemented in accordance with the guidelines of both lending agencies.
This entailed the use of a 'Service Contract' with payment on a monthly basis against
meeting road condition standards as opposed to payment for measured work. It was
expected that with the change in criteria for payment, the system would provide for
maintenance on a regular basis for the sections of roads chosen and was considered as one
of the main advantages.

4. There were two main problems associated with the re-introduction of the
lengthman system initially: one was the decision on the amount that should be paid to the
lengthman and the other was persuading the lengthmen as to the relation between a
"Service Contract" with a monthly payment and payment for measured work at an agreed
rate. As the "ideal lengthman" was opposed to live on or in close proximity to the road
section to which he was assigned and be involved in other activities such as farming, it was
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decided that he need not devote more than two days per week to maintaining his section
of the road. This was then equated to the daily rate for casual labor at the time, which
was approximately J$150 and this figure was then multiplied by 8 to arrive at the number
of occasions for the month. The average figure for most sections was therefore $1200 but
varied slightly depending on the location, its gradient and any other characteristics which
made maintenance more difficult. The current average is now $1800 per lengthman mile
per month.

5. It was extremely difficult to explain to the prospective lengthmen the virtues of a
Service Contract. They insisted that they were being required to carry out maintenance
activities for much less payment than they would normally have received. As a result,
many who were so employed did quantities of work which in their estimation equated to a
payment of $1200 and no more. It has taken considerable effort from the maintenance
staff to convince the lengthmen that the requirement is for maintaining the section of road
in the condition in which they receive it and that they do not need to work on it
continuously. They should be able to devote time to their other personal business and still
be able to ensure that the drains are kept open and the road banks are not overgrown.
This, along with the increase of the average to $1800 has helped considerably, if not
totally.

C. Selection and Contracting of the Lenthman

6. The lengthmen are selected by two methods: they are either recommended by the
political representatives (member of Parliament) for the respective constituency or area, or
they are selected by the Public Works officers in the respective parish. Selection by the
Member of Parliament, which is the case for most parishes, is definitely not the preferred
method from the work point of view. The individuals so selected, or at least a fair
percentage of them, tend to consider themselves somewhat protected and often perform
below the required standard. The politicians of course, will state categorically that they
only recommend that the officer has the option to reject their recommendation, however,
the reality is quite different.

7. The selections by the Public Works Officers have proven to be far more
productive as they usually select individuals with whom they have previous experience and
who they know can perform satisfactorily. These are usually middle-aged individuals.
The associated problem with this method of selection is that the officer does not take
partisan affiliation into consideration and if the ratios are not acceptable', it could lead to
unsavory feeling between members of parliament and the Public Works Officers.

8. The lengthman's contractual obligations which are standards-based, are not clearly
defined, and this makes monitoring and reporting somewhat difficult. the lengthman is
basically required to maintain the road banks and the drainage facilities in the condition in
which it was handed over to him at the commencement of his contract period. If at the
end of the period, the officer is not satisfied that an effort has been made to maintain the
section during the month, then payment for the month is withheld. The lengthman,
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however, is aware that he is paid at the end of the month and often ensures that his section
is in satisfactory condition just prior to this time and before receiving payment. This could
be dealt with by increasing the level and frequency of supervision to ensure closer contact
with the lengthmen.

D. Additional Administrative Cost of Lengthman System

9 The implementation of the lengthman system did not require much by way of
additional work, planning, work definition, contract administration and contract
supervision and definitely less than that required for other maintenance procedures
employed by the Ministry. With the lengthman system, the road to be maintained is first
subjected to normal routine activities over its entire length and this is achieved by the "task
work" methods normally employed by the Maintenance directorate. On completion, the
road is then divided into sections of one mile each and handed over to the lengthman who
is contracted to maintain his section in the condition in which he receives it.

10. The planning required centered mainly on the budget provision as this determined
how many miles would be applied to the program. However, due to the uncertainty of the
timeliness of the warrant, the contract periods never exceed three months, after which time
it is again renewed if funds are made available. An additional planning requirement is to
give priority to those sections of roads recently completed under other projects and which
would therefore require a minimal amount of upgrading or preparation for the lengthman.

11. Contract administration was somewhat restricted to the modification of an existing
'Labor Only Contract" currently being employed by the Ministry but there is undoubtedly
room for further modification and improvement so as to identify more clearly the
requirements of the lengthman. The method of routine maintenance usually employed by
the Ministry involves the identification of a particular activity, such as bushing of road
banks, the measurement and application of an existing rate for this particular activity and a
'task work contract' prepared and issued to an individual. This individual receives
payment when the work is completed and checked by the Public Works officer. Such a
contract may contain more than one activity and allows for payment to be made only for
those activities satisfactorily completed. Changing to the lengthman system therefore
necessitated persuading the lengthmen of this new system, as explained earlier.

E. The Contract

12. A sample contract for a typical lengthman is enclosed in the Project File. The
typical duration of such a contract does not exceed three months, due to the quarterly
warrant provisions from the Ministry of Finance. The quarterly warrants are themselves a
problem as the financial management system in the Ministry ensures that payments cannot
be made outside of the warrant allocation nor expenditures committed. If the warrants
were consistent and in accordance with the Cash Flow indicated, in addition to being
timely, it would be possible to enter into contracts of a longer duration.
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13. The uncertainty of the warrant provision at times has also had the result of a
temporary suspension of the program. The program was sus:pended at the end of March
1995 as the program did not appear as a separate item in the 1996/96 Budget Estimates
for the Ministry although a request was made to provide funds to accommodate most of
the main road network by the end of the fiscal year.

E. Possible Future Evolution

14. The lengthman system of routine maintenance has been widely accepted and is
likely to be applied to the Parish Council road network as soon as funds are identified.
However, difficulties may arise with the administration of the system when it is extended
to cover most if not all of the road network. The Public Works officers are experiencing
problems now with proper supervision due to the lack of mobility. The fleet of
supervisory units is limited with an average of one vehicle per parish being shared by up to
four or five officers.

15. The introduction of the "micro empresas" would substantially reduce the extent of
the supervision required or at least the individual contracts necessary and therefore lend
itself to better control. The Ministry, however, does not have any plans to implement this
new system. As for the future evolution of the contracting approach for routine
maintenance in general, there would be development of small contractors to the stage
whereby they would have the capability to undertake routine road surface repairs in
addition to the normal routine maintenance activities required. This could be part of a
phased development in the introduction of the "micro empresas" system, should the
Ministry decide to consider it.

F. General Problems with the Lengthman System

16. One of the main problems affecting road maintenance performance today, as with
most contract related works, is the level of supervision. The officers responsible have
been demotivated, demoralized and demobilized. The days when an officer took pride in
ensuring that the sections for which he was responsible was properly maintained have long
since gone. He has come to realize that the emphasis is on new construction or
rehabilitation and scant regard is paid to adequately providing for maintenance. his salary
has been increased minimally over the years, the department has not been re-tooled in
several years so more equipment are down than are working: the department suffered
almost 50% redundancy or "down-sizing" in 1992 and was forced to relocate to one
Parish office with limited or no supervisory vehicles. Yet, he sees Project Units procuring
new vehicles and equipment on a regular basis and the officers there are by far better
remunerated.

17. Another problem affecting road maintenance performance is the extent of the
involvement of the political directorate at this level. Previously it had been the of the
Parish Superintendent or work Overseers to identify individuals with their area and give
out petty contracts for routine type activities as required. The officers are now required to
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ensure that this is first brought to the attention of the respective members of Parliament or
their designated representatives who will approve or disapprove the selection.
Disapproval will then resulting tome lost while the "right individual is identified. More
often than not, this individual assures himself of the protection of the member of
Parliament and performs accordingly. Fortunately, there are members of Parliament who
disassociate themselves with this type of activity. Whereas the officer accept the
requirement for recommendations from the political directorate for larger contracts where
quotations may be needed for instance, they do not appreciate the need for this where
routine maintenance is concerned.

18. It is thought that the involvement of the political directorate was a result of a
directive issued by the prime Minister some years ago requiring members of Parliament to
be made aware of any work being undertaken in their constituency.
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